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1. Introduction 
This report summarizes the state-of-the-art on plug-in and full battery electric vehicles (EVs), smart charging and vehicle 
to grid (V2G) charging.  This is in relation to the technology development, the role of EVs in CO2 reduction, their impact 
on the energy system as a whole, plus potential business models, services and policies to further promote the use of EV 
smart charging and V2G, relevant to the SEEV4-City project. EVs are a cleaner alternative to conventional internal 
combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, for the following reasons: 

(i) Environmental improvements: CO2 emission reduction, air pollution reduction, noise level reduction [1]; 

(ii) Increased energy autonomy given by smart charging (SC) and V2G and the possibility of achieving network 
stress alleviation (i.e. reduced need for grid infrastructure reinforcement which may be needed for high EV 
penetration but with appropriate SC and V2G this can be avoided with consequent cost savings) [2]; 

(iii) Higher efficiency both as a better transportation system and with a lower global carbon footprint than ICE 
based vehicles, particularly when EVs are charged from renewable energy sources (RES) [3, 4]. 

The North Sea Region (NSR) is at the forefront in the adoption of both EVs and RES. Increasing numbers of EVs and the 
amount of energy produced from RES creates a challenge, which is to match the increasing production of renewable energy 
and the growing energy demand for EV charging. When properly executed, it can mitigate CO2 emissions, increase clean 
kilometres driven and result in less impact on the grid, which may consequently reduce otherwise needed grid investments, 
increase the matching of energy demand-supply and improve energy autonomy. 

The implementation of Smart Charging (where the timing of EV charging is controlled to benefit network operation), V2G 
(where EVs are used as energy stores, enabling a better balance to be achieved between energy supply and demand) and 
the other ‘ancillary’ services they can provide are collectively known as ‘Vehicle4Energy Services’ or V4ES. 

The main aim of SEEV4-City is to develop this concept into sustainable (commercially and socially viable) business 
models to integrate EVs and renewable energy in a Sustainable Urban Mobility and Energy Plan (SUMEP).  

According to [5], Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP) is defined as “a strategic plan designed to satisfy the mobility 
needs of people and businesses in cities and their surroundings for a better quality of life. It builds on existing planning 
practices and takes due consideration of integration, participation and evaluation principles”. On top of this, the 
electrification of transportation brings challenges and opportunities to the new picture of mobility plan, i.e. SUMEP, which 
SEEV4-City project will address. Both plans share the same aim of a safe, environmentally sustainable and cost-effective 
transportation to all citizens, with SUMEP being more capable of achieving these aims by integrating the energy from EV 
batteries into the electricity network. Smart integration of the charging/discharging energy into the current and future 
energy network is key to the success of SUMEP, as well as user acceptability and participation. Under the SUMEP 
framework, approaches can be developed to coordinate the energy between EVs and local renewables, or to provide power 
network services by gathering energy from the battery of EVs. This allows an integrated, sustainable and cost-effective 
mobility and energy plan to be achieved, and encourages user participation (and therefore ownership) at the same time. 

In SEEV4-City, smart charging is applied by coordinating EV charging demand with the varying output of locally 
generated renewable energy, with the aim of minimising grid impacts and battery degradation, whilst maximising energy 
autonomy and economic benefits. Along with smart charging, the concept of using EVs as energy storage via V2G will be 
translated into operational, real-life, pilots in cities. 

The pilots have different operational environments and levels of smart charging or V2G integration: Vehicle2Home (V2H), 
Vehicle2Street (V2S), Vehicle2Neighbourhood (V2N) and Vehicle2Business (V2B). 

To summarize, the specific Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of SEEV4-City are: 

(i) Increase energy autonomy in the Operational Pilots (OPs) by 25% overall, as compared to the collective 
baseline, by increasing the utilization of existing local renewable energy sources through energy storage or 
smart charging and V2G. 

(ii) Within the pilots, reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 150 Tons annually and achieve low emission 
kilometres. 

(iii) Avoid grid-related investments (100 M Euros in 10 years) by introducing smart charging and storage services 
on a large scale, and make existing electrical grids more compatible with an increase in electro-mobility and 
local renewable energy production. 

This project will consider full battery electric vehicles, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles with smart charging and V2G 
capability, including ICT technologies, such as the charging equipment (i.e. converters) and PV and static batteries.   

The scope of SEEV4-City project is as follows: 

(i) PV is considered as local renewable energy source for analysis, energy & business modelling, and simulation. 
Other renewable energy sources are excluded, except in the pilots, which buy electricity generated from wind 
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and hydroelectric grid-connected plants. 

(ii) Battery swapping, induction charging and other non-conventional technologies are not within the scope of 
the study. 

(iii) Investment for upscaling PV is not within the scope of the OPs. 

(iv) Micro-wind is also out of scope for SEEV4-City.  

The project implementation methodology is illustrated in Figure 1-1, where work package 3 (Amsterdam University of 
Applied Sciences - HvA), 4 (Cenex) and 5 (University of Northumbria at Newcastle - UNN) work closely together to 
achieve the targets for economic, environmental and social aspects. Cenex oversees the data collection from the OPs in 
order for HvA to develop an energy model and for UNN to develop power and business models. UNN will provide various 
smart charging/V2G scenarios at different scales (household, street, neighbourhood and city), and together with HvA 
evaluate these scenarios for the OPs and jointly with Cenex for model improvement and validation, as well as suggested 
improvements to the OP running in terms of optimisation. 

The main research objectives of this project are: 

Optimise EV charging costs, increase PV self-consumption, and reduce stress on the grid, while avoiding significant 
increases in peak demand by implementing ICT and V4ES. 

 

 
Figure 1-1 Project implementation methodology 
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2. Electric Vehicles, Photovoltaic and V2G technologies 

2.1 Electric Vehicles (EVs) 
Together with Renewable Energy Sources (RES), EVs represent the core of SEEV4-City as with optimal management they 
can be the basis of viable SUMEPs. There are two main types of battery-powered electric vehicles: PHEVs and BEVs. The 
key differences between PHEVs and BEVs are presented in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 Type of battery-powered electrical vehicle [6] 
Powertrain portfolio Definition Fuel 

Plug-in Hybrid Electric 
Vehicle (PHEV) 
 

Driving with combustion engine and /or electric 
motor, plug-in to recharge the battery (the higher 
the level of hybridisation the more interesting 
here). 

Gasoline/diesel and 
battery pack 

Battery Electric Vehicle 
(BEV) 

Driving with electric motor only and plug-in to 
recharge the battery 

Battery pack 

 
There are three ways in which batteries can be charged: Conductive, Inductive and Battery swapping. Only conductive 
charging, being currently the most widely adopted method, is utilised in the SEEV4-City pilots. 

The energy source in EVs is the battery and this represents a critical aspect in dictating the success of EV business models. 
The most important technical features of EV batteries are – energy density, power density, charging and discharging 
characteristics, degradation characteristics, round trip efficiencies, and operating temperature range. Important 
environmental and economic features are high safety, low cost, and low weight, with key technical challenges, especially 
battery degradation and stability over time [7]. Therefore, effective battery management (including battery temperate 
control) is crucial for EVs (and battery life span), as battery performance determines vehicle performance. 

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) is the term given to systems that recharge EVs, which usually include a 
converter (AC/DC or AC/AC) and a connector. Connectors vary according to various different standards, with vehicle 
manufacturers employing different connector types. Also, meters, and safety & communication systems are installed on 
EVSE [9]. The large number of possibilities for EVSE highlights the need for standardization and interoperability. 
Common standards and protocols should be preferred to proprietary protocols to improve user experience and engagement. 
The European electricity industry association (Eurolec) has issued a declaration calling upon all stakeholders, transport 
and energy policymakers, companies in the relevant sectors, and standards bodies to support the drive towards 
standardisation in electric vehicle charging systems; http://www.eurelectric.org/EVDeclaration/Declaration.html. 
In particular, there have been already some widely used rapid DC charging standards for EVSE, e.g. CHAdeMO, CCS, 
Tesla supercharger, etc. A recent development of EVSE is the concept of integrating EVSE with V2G technologies, in 
which an EVSE and EV work together to become a distributed energy source to feed electricity back to the grid. An 
additional device (inverter) s required to convert the EV battery DC energy into AC and synchronize it with the grid. The 
DC-AC inverter can be installed in either the EVSE or the EV. However, more study and research is needed to understand 
the impacts of the emerging EVSE-V2G systems on the grid, as well as how the EVSE-V2G can work with other existing 
distributed energy resources, such as solar PV, small wind turbines, stationary storage systems and gas micro-turbines.       

There are three general power levels (rates) available for EV charging (based on 1-phase and 3-phase supplies), at European 
level as specified by IEC 61851; these are slow charging, quick or semi-fast charging and fast charging. They are listed in 
Table 2-2, along with their main characteristics. 

Table 2-2 Electrical ratings of different EVs charge methods in Europe and the NSR countries [10] 
Charge method Connection Power (kW) Max current (A) Location 

Normal power or 
slow charging 

1-phase AC 
connection 3.7 10-16 Domestic 

Medium power or 
semi-fast 

1-phase or 3-phase AC 
connection 3.7 - 22 16 - 32 Semi-public 

High power or fast 
charging 

3-phase AC or DC 
connection >22 >32 Public 

 

According to IEC61851-1, there are 4 charging modes of conductive charging, [6] [11], as described in Table 2-3. The 
modes describe the safety communication protocols between the EV and the charging station; these standards are identical 
throughout Europe. However, charging power available may vary from 10 to 350 kW for public and semi-public charging 
options with significant impacts on the grid. 

http://www.eurelectric.org/EVDeclaration/Declaration.html
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Table 2-3 Modes of EV charging 
Mode 1 (AC) Slow charging from a standard household-type socket-outlet supplying up to 16 A (1-phase). The 

supply circuit is provided with an RCD (Residual Current Device). 
Mode 2 (AC) Slow charging from a standard household-type socket-outlet (1- or 3-phase) with AC up to 32 A 

per phase. The charging cable is equipped with an in-cable control box (IC-CPD) which includes 
control and safety related functionalities such as restriction of the charging current and protection 
device (RCD). 

Mode 3 (AC) Basic (fast) charging using a specific 1- or 3-phase AC socket-outlet or EV connector with up to 
1*70 A or 3*63 A. Extended safety functionalities are provided including continuous protective 
earth conductor and continuity checking; lack of a proper connection results in no voltage. 
Extended control possibilities exist, such as controlling the charging current. 

Mode 4 (DC) Fast (power) DC charging from an external charger. There is a fixed charging cable and 
protection and control are installed in the infrastructure. This system enables flexible and 
controllable charging power up to 120-170 kW. 

 

The availability of charging stations is essential to promote a wide spreading of EVs as this increase the benefits of e-
mobility against conventional vehicles. Currently, the number of publicly available normal charging stations in the UK 
(according ZAP Map, these are referred to as ‘locations’, where each location includes charging devices which may have 
up to three connectors) account for 4963 ‘locations’ which includes 8155 ‘devices’ and 14,118 ‘connectors’ (as on 
18/12/2017). Charging stations (likely to be number of ‘connectors’) in other EU countries are estimated at 29,813 in The 
Netherlands, 7,947 in Norway, 1,485 in Belgium, 11.689 in Germany, 2,114 in Denmark and 1,955 in Sweden. As for high 
power charging stations, these are 2,637 (connectors) in the UK [12], 665 in the Netherlands [13], 1,669 in Norway, 166 
in Belgium, 1,961 in Germany, 432 in Denmark and 1,764 in Sweden [14].  

Electric vehicle trends 

Currently, EVs are on the edge of mass adoption and many future scenarios depend on the availability of large numbers of 
EVs and PHEVs. This is an important factor in order to achieve significant benefits, both economic and environmental. 
The higher the number of EVs, in a national fleet, the higher are the possibilities for development of a SUMEP. In fact, 
national and European policies are developed in order to foster the uptake of EVs. Table 2-4 shows the global situation 
regarding EV deployment trends [15]. 

Table 2-4 Global EV market penetration [15] 
Country EV Stock 2016 Market penetration 

2016 
New BEV 

registration 2016 
New PHEV 

registration 2016 
UK 86420 1.41% 10510 27400 

The Netherlands 112010 6.39% 3740 20740 
Norway 133260 28.76% 29520 20660 

Germany 72730 0.73% 11320 13290 
Sweden 29330 3.41% 2950 10460 
France 84000 1.46% 21760 7750 
China 648770 1.37% 257000 79000 
USA 563710 0.91% 86730 72890 
Japan 151250 0.59% 15460 9390 

 

As can be seen, in countries such as Norway and The Netherlands, both PHEVs and BEVs make up significant part of the 
vehicle fleet, and this is evidence for the success of effective policies in fostering EV uptake. In fact, in 2015, 462000 users 
bought an electric car worldwide, notably in China, representing an increase of 59% compared to the previous year. In the 
UK, electric cars represent 1.5% of the total new car market in the first three months of 2017 [16]. The market penetration 
for PHEVs and EVs in 2016 and 2017 for the NSR countries are presented in Table 2-5. 

Table 2-5 BEV and PHEV market penetration in 2016 and 20171 [15] 
Country BEV market 

penetration 2016 
PHEV market 

penetration 2016 
BEV market 

penetration 2017 
PHEV market 

penetration 2017 
UK 0.38% 1.07% 0.55% 1.17% 

The Netherlands 1.05% 4.92% 1.41% 0.27% 
Norway 15.67% 13.37% 18.56% 16.16% 
Belgium 0.38% 1.36% 0.42% 1.87% 
Germany 0.34% 0.4% 0.56% 0.7% 

 
1 This data for 2017 is up to the end of quarter 3, as of when the report was written. The annual figure is expected to 
increase. 
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Denmark 0.55% 0.08% 0.11% 0.01% 
Sweden 0.79% 2.81% 1.09% 3.22% 

 

As can be seen, the market penetration for 2017 for BEVs and PHEVs have increased in 2017 compared to 2016 for most 
of the countries a part from the singular cases like the Netherlands and Denmark. In fact, in the Netherlands, the penetration 
of PHEVs have seen a plunge perhaps because of the new taxation system introduced, whilst in Denmark possibly for the 
introduction of new registration taxes [15]. The future scenarios for EV deployment in different countries are summarised 
below and listed in Table 2-6. 

Table 2-6 EV future scenarios 
Study Outlook  
National Grid FES - United 
Kingdom [17] 

• In the UK, there are projected to be between 1.9 and 9.3 million of EVs by 2030; 
• Four scenarios are presented: Two Degrees, Slow Progression, Steady State and 

Consumer power 
• By 2050, BEVs will be more numerous than PHEVs in all scenarios except the Steady 

State one 
ECOFYS scenarios - The 
Netherlands [18] 

• In The Netherlands, BEVs are cost effective for business users for their high annual 
mileage 

• For private drivers, EVs expected to be cost effective between 2019 and 2023 
• In a positive scenario, there can be 327 000 EVs in the Netherlands by 2020; 
• By 2025, between 40% and 70% of all passenger vehicles and vans will be electrified 
• In all scenarios, business drivers are the first to move to electric because of their high 

mileage 
Expansion of Electric Vehicles 
in Europe: Status and Outlook 
[19] 

• In Norway, the number of annual sales will be at least 90 000, whilst the cumulative 
total will exceed 400 000 EVs in 2020. 

Global EV Outlook [20] • 100 million of EVs by 2030 
• 13 million of EVs in China, India, the US, the UK, The Netherlands, Japan, France, 

Germany, South Korea, Denmark, Austria, Ireland, Portugal and Spain, by 2020 
• Considering OEM targets, the EV stock would reach between 9 million and 20 million 

of units by 2020 
• 40-70 million of cars could be deployed by 2025, in the Reference Technology 

Scenario 
Bloomberg New Energy 
Finance – Vehicle Outlook 2017 
[21] 

• EV sales will surpass those of ICE vehicles by 2038 
• Unsubsidized electric cars will be as cheap as gasoline models by 2025 
• China, the US and Europe will represent the 40% of the global EV market 
• After 2025 BEVs will overtake PHEVs 

OPEC World Oil Outlook 2016 
[25] 

• By 2040, BEVs would account for 7.2% of the global passenger car fleet 

EA Energy Analysis - 
Promotion of electric vehicles 
EU Incentives & Measures seen 
in a Danish Context – Denmark 
[26] 

• BEVs will provide 5% of the km driven by new vehicles by 2020, 20% by 2030 and 
40% by 2050 whereas PHEVs will represent 5%, 25% and 45% respectively, in the 
High Scenario; 

• In a slow scenario, BEVs will represent only 1%, 4% and 10% of the km driven by 
new cars in 2020, 2030 and 2050 respectively, whilst for PHEVs the numbers will be 
2%, 10% and 31%, respectively 

World Energy Perspectives E-
Mobility 2016 – World Energy 
Council [27] 

• Projection of 1 350 000 EV sales in Europe, by 2020 

BEVs and PHEVs in France: 
Market trends and key drivers 
of their short-term development 
- France [28] 

• National EV stock of 206 739, 659 089 and 1 918 000 EVs in France by 2020 for 
annual growth rates of 20%, 60% and 100% respectively 

Europe: Electrification and 
Beyond A market outlook on 
emissions and electro mobility 
[29] 

• All Electric Vehicles stock in the European Union and European Free Trade 
Association to be 2 229 thousands by 2021 

Scenarios for a Low Carbon 
Belgium by 2050 – Final Report 
– Belgium [30] 

• BEV stock account for 231 thousand vehicles by 2020 and 1 336 thousands by 2050, 
whereas, PHEV stock have 191 thousand vehicles by 2020 and 1104 thousand vehicles 
by 2050 
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Table 2-6 gives an overview of the views of different bodies in the growth of EVs. It is impossible to forecast accurately 
the growth of EVs as there are a number of factors that will determine actual numbers. This forecast depends on the number 
of EVs that are set as a target (which for some countries may mean more of an aspiration than a very firm target) for the 
respective future years. It is also not taking into account other public policy objectives such as car sharing or pooling, e-
motorbikes / electric bicycles for metropolitan commuting, or transport modal shift towards public transport, and 
electrification of this (particularly buses). The EV targets above do however not help much regarding forecasting the 
number of EVs manufactured in those years, if this information is not combined with the expected automotive battery sizes 
(and supply of key ingredients from supply chains for those). To this end, future projections are not straightforward, as 
battery prices are expected to fall there will be a tendency to provide EVs with larger batteries to enhance range. In their 
2012 report produced for the Committee on Climate Change, Element Energy assume that EV battery power remains at 24 
kWh in 2030 [23]. According to the authors of [24], the annual manufacturing capacity of Li ion cells in the world that are 
fully commissioned is 44.953 GWh in 2016. This is expected to increase to around 125 GWh in 2021 
(http://www.visualcapitalist.com/the-lithium-ion-megafactories-are-coming-chart/). The estimated EV battery global 
demand (excluding buses and stationary applications) in 2025 is 150-400 GWh, depending on EV uptake. This shows how 
various forecasts can be obtained as results of different assumptions and that the actual situation will be influenced by a 
multitude of factors. This also demonstrates that EV manufacturing capacity which is needed to meet expected future EV 
demand may be hindered by the world capacity to produce battery cells, unless of course a breakthrough in battery 
technology occurs. The determinant of EV numbers is the world capacity to produce cells and not cars or batteries. The 
next factor is the number of cells per car battery. 

Figure 2-1 gives an indication of the growth of EV. It is forecast that by 2040, Europe will be increasing the EV fleet by 
some 12 million vehicles as battery prices and hence vehicle prices fall (21). What is worth noting on Figure 2-2 Annual 
global EV sales by vehicle class [21]the growth of Intelligent Mobility or Autonomous Mobility.  It is highly likely that 
this type of mobility will be focused on travel within cities. 

 
Figure 2-1 Global EV outlook [21] 

 

 
Figure 2-2 Annual global EV sales by vehicle class [21] 

Whether these scenarios will actually be close to the reality depend on many factors, such as political incentives and user 
preference but, more concretely, it also depends on the battery manufacturing capacity. Figure 2-3 shows the forecast for 
the demand of automotive lithium ion batteries for 2020, 2025 and 2030. 

http://www.visualcapitalist.com/the-lithium-ion-megafactories-are-coming-chart/
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Figure 2-3 Forecasted demand for Lithium-ion batteries for EVs, 2010-2030 (GWh) [22] 

 

2.2 Photovoltaic systems 
One of the most prominent Renewable Energy Sources (RES) is Photovoltaic (PV), which has experienced a significant 
growth in the recent years. A study by Global Market Outlook, 2016, [31] estimated that the global installed capacity of 
solar PV will reach 700 GW by the year 2020 and predicted that solar PV will then be among the top 3 electricity sources 
in Europe. Europe reached the 100 GW milestone for installed PV capacity in 2016 and it is estimated that solar power in 
Europe will provide up to 15% of electricity demand by 2030, [31]. The global output of PV generated electricity grew by 
about 25.6% in 2016 as compared to 2015. The major reason for this increase in the installed GW capacity is due to various 
climate agreements across the world - the Paris climate summit (120 countries) held in the year 2015 was one of the many 
initiatives across the world [32]. PV is becoming increasingly cost competitive as compared to fossil fuels and onshore 
wind power. Crystalline silicon remains the most employed (90% of all PV installations) solar module material in the 
world, [33; 34]. 

The growth of installed solar capacity is as the result of national policies regarding solar installations (i.e. feed-in tariff), a 
fast decline in the cost of PV panels, an increase in PV cell and module efficiency, promotion of the technology by utility 
companies and the active participation of prosumers [31]. The uptake projection of solar PV in Europe (medium growth 
scenario in 2020), according to GMO, is shown in Table 2-7 [31]: 

Table 2-7 Projection of solar PV capacity for various European countries [31] 
Country 2015 

Total installed 
capacity (MW) 

2020 
Total installed capacity (MW) 

– Medium scenario 2020 

2016-2020 
New installed 

capacity 

2016-2020 
Compound annual 

growth (%) 

Germany 39,696 48,396 8700 4% 
United Kingdom 9,149 14,147 5,025 9% 
Netherlands 1394 5044 3650 29% 
Belgium 3241 3966 725 4% 
Rest of Europe 5670 10,393 4720 13% 

 
The national situation of PV uptake, as with EVs, is influenced by the support system in the respective countries, which 
will be presented in Chapter 5. The concept of Levelised Cost of Electricity (LCOE) is used to depict the average generation 
cost of PV over its lifetime, including manufacturing costs, CAPEX (investment cost), installation costs, OPEX (O&M 
costs) and the cost of financing [36]. A general definition of LCOE is given below, where It is the investment expenditures 
in year t, Mt is the O&M expenditures in year t, Ft is fuel expenditures in tear t, which is zero for PV electricity, Et is 
electricity generation in year t, r is the discount rate, and n is financial lifetime of the calculation. 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =
∑ 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡+𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡+𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡

(1+𝑟𝑟)𝑡𝑡
𝑛𝑛
𝑡𝑡=1

∑ 𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡
(1+𝑟𝑟)𝑡𝑡

𝑛𝑛
𝑡𝑡=1

  [35] 

The LCOE can vary according to many factors such as the weighted average cost of capital (WACC), or otherwise said 
discount rate, OPEX, market growth, learning rate, currency rate, efficiency increase, lifetime and degradation but most 
importantly the market segment; in fact, it has the biggest influence on the variations of the LCOE [36]. The LCOE can 
vary drastically according to different markets and this is shown in Figure 2-4 where the situation in 2015 for countries 
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like the UK, Sweden, Germany, France, Italy and Spain has been presented and predictions for 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050 
have been made. It can be seen that the annual insolation has a significant influence on the LCOE since locations with 
higher solar irradiation has a lower LCOE, [38]. Furthermore, Figure 2-5 compares the LCOE of different solar 
technologies with others. As can be seen, even though PV rooftop is among the most expensive PV technologies, others 
are cheaper than the conventional ones.   

 
Figure 2-4 LCOE in different European countries / cities [36] 

 

 
Figure 2-5 LCOE of different tedchnologies [37] 

The PV module price, which is a CAPEX component, is driven by both the technological development and market 
conditions. Over the last four decades, the average selling price of PV module fell 20% for each production volume 
doubling, decreasing from over USD2016 80/Wp (in 1970s) to less than USD2016 1/Wp (in 2016) [35]. Despite continuous 
improvement in PV manufacturing technology and significant scaling up of PV production, a fairly constant price at 
roughly USD 4 to 4.5/Wp remained between 2004 and 2008 due to the expanding markets in Germany and Spain with 
profitable FITs for the developers [35]. Year 2008 to 2012 saw a massive drop of 80% in PV module price, [35, 36], as a 
result of the ambitious investment and huge overcapacities between 2005 and 2011.  

As for the installation of residential grid-connected PV system, the price has dropped from nearly €2016 10-8/Wp (in 2000) 
to €2016 3-1/Wp (in 2016). In September 2016, residential systems had a worldwide average price, without tax of € 1.67/Wp, 
whereas in Europe there was a 25% cheaper price of €1.21/Wp. However, currently there are countries where parity with 
retail electricity and oil-based fuels has already been reached [36]. In order to make PV technology overall profitable, some 
solutions, such as increase of self-consumption or combination with a battery storage system, must be adopted. To this end, 
the price of the storage and other factors, such as efficiency and the Depth of Discharge (DOD) influence the total LCOE 
of the comprehensive system. Therefore, PV integration in the grid must be handled from different aspects in order to add 
value to a future smart grid. 
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2.2.1 Impacts of PV on the electricity grid 
The considerable PV deployment expected for the upcoming years has serious impacts on the electric networks. These 
depend on the size of the PV system concerned. Small and medium sized PV systems are usually connected to the Low 
Voltage (LV) network, and therefore their effects will be mostly felt locally whilst large PV systems tend to impact the 
High Voltage (HV) network as well, mainly 11 kV [39]. Residential PV systems may not have noticeable effect individually 
but their cumulative size may be large enough to cause problems. In the SEEV4-City project, the Amsterdam and Oslo 
pilots will be operated alongside either a medium or large PV system whilst the rest of the pilots have small PV installations. 
As well as the intermittence issue, the adverse impact of PV on the grid also lies in the mismatch between its dominant 
generating time and the period of peak demand of the day, the difference of which can be typically shown by Figure 2-6, 
known as the ‘Duck curve’. This mismatch creates a challenge for electricity generators to quickly ramp up energy 
production when the sun sets, in order to compensate the PV generation falls. Another drawback with excessive PV 
penetration is the curtailment of PV generation, which would significantly reduce the economic and environment benefits 
of PV. 

 
Figure 2-6 Duck curve example of the California power system [40] 

Large PV systems (which could arise from the aggregation of a number of smaller LV systems) can affect grid performance 
in respect of power and frequency, and can cause voltage fluctuations and even instability of electric power systems. The 
most common impacts of PV systems are potential reverse power flow (which causes voltage control problems), increased 
power loss in the system, phase unbalance and power quality issues such as harmonic distortion, [39]. If optimally sized 
and placed on the grid, PV systems are found to reduce losses in the distribution feeders (those working at low and medium 
voltages). However, voltage fluctuations do happen more frequently with high penetrations of PV systems during cloud 
transients [39, 41]. Large PV systems increase ancillary services requirements that may provide new possibilities for EVs 
to provide energy services to the grid within SEEV4-City [41]. 

PV systems are becoming more and more integrated into European electric systems and this can make the energy mix of a 
country more environmentally benign. However, PV systems and EVs, acting in the capacity of energy stores, must be 
combined to minimize the adverse impact on the electricity grid from high penetration of both technologies, and to 
maximize the environmental benefits to the stakeholders. 

2.3 Smart Charging and V2G 

2.3.1 Impacts of EVs on the electricity grid 
With many advantages the EVs can bring in, there is also a drawback: it is the impact of the charging of EV fleets especially 
when there is high EV penetration in the national/regional/local stocks. Uncontrolled EV charging refers to charging 
without any optimal scheduling, which may occur at any time, but the effect of charging in the early evening is particularly 
adverse, this being when people tend to return home from work, corresponding to the domestic evening peak in demand. 
Uncoordinated charging of EVs can lead to power losses, voltage deviations and power quality issues [42]. In [43] 
transformer overload at a distribution level was found to be possible with as few as 20% of the households having EVs 
connected at this time. Uncontrolled charging may also affect the voltage profile: 30% of the households having EVs with 
3kWchargers could bring the network voltage below the statutory minimum if connected at 6 p.m. [43]. Other results 
obtained by the same authors [44] show that if 7 kW home chargers are used, then only 10% of the households having EVs 
can cause this effect. It is reported [Ref] that in Denmark, in a private house, one can (without upgrades) obtain 10 kW 
charging, and at an additional cost of some 8,000 EURO – up to 43 kW. Therefore, grid impacts from domestic charging 
may be more severe than anticipated. To resolve these issues significant grid reinforcements are required. To mitigate this 
problem, EVs can actually support the electricity grid by charging only when the grid has sufficient capacity, such as during 
the early hours of the morning when other demand for power is low. Each Low Voltage Network (LVN) will be affected 
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differently when additional EV charging loads are added depending on the existing loads on the system, local RE generation 
and available capacity on the network. This means that planning of large-scale EV uptake must be done on a case by case 
basis when looking at system loading [45-51]. In response to this, SEEV4-City will use grid models specific to each pilot 
site to evaluate the impact of EV operation on that particular grid. 

2.3.2 Smart Charging 
An innovative charging method that can be considered to mitigate the impact of bulk EV charging is Smart Charging, 
which “… is when the charging cycle can be altered by external events, allowing for adaptive charging habits, providing 
the EV with the ability to integrate into the whole power system in a grid- and user-friendly way. Smart Charging must 
facilitate the security (reliability) of supply and while meeting the mobility constraints and requirements of the user. To 
achieve those goals in a safe, secure, reliable, sustainable and efficient manner, information needs to be exchanged between 
different stakeholders” [63]. The charging is managed in a way to control the demand to shift the energy from peak periods 
(around 9am and 6pm) to off-peak periods; this is called load shifting. This procedure will tend to even out the demand for 
power over a 24-hour cycle. If arranged carefully, load shifting improves energy efficiency and reduces CO2 emissions, by 
smoothing the daily peaks and valleys of energy use and optimising the use of generation plant. Smart charging allows the 
system to charge more EVs without the need for substantial network upgrade as charging can be distributed, thus avoiding 
short-term overloads. Controlled charging can mitigate the consequences of a bulk EV charging as shown in some projects 
and case studies, such as the PlanGridEV project and the Grid4Vehicles (G4V) project [45; 46; 47]. 

There are further possibilities for smart charging. To accommodate renewable energy sources such as wind and solar PV 
in a power system, sudden peaks of excess generation need to be accepted. EV charging time can be varied to align with 
periods of surplus power and through Time-of-Use (TOU) rates technique can mitigate peak load demands in distribution 
grid and reduce transformer overloading. Time-of-Use (TOU) pricing is a demand-side management (DSM) technique, 
which encourages EV charging during off peak hours when rates are lower. An optimal Smart Charging algorithm can be 
designed to maximize either utility benefits or customer benefits, as needed, [10].  

Additionally, smart charging can provide system frequency ‘down regulation’, within the frequency regulation services. 
This term describes the following scenario: if the mains frequency of a power network rises about the nominal value, 
indicating an excess of generation over consumption, and if large numbers of EVs are aggregated together, then the 
charging of the resulting block can be controlled via signals from the aggregator to increase demand for power to the correct 
level to bring it into equilibrium with supply. 

To implement smart charging, a suitable charger must be adopted; these usually provide some kind of flexibility for EV 
charging, regarding charging level and time, in order to reduce the charging costs for instance by shifting the charging 
when the electricity cost is lower or when there is abundance of PV generation. An appropriate communication link must 
be established between the charger and the energy manager. In Smart charging ready chargers an intelligent charging 
algorithm may be inbuilt or the charging scheduling is dictated by an energy management system if these are Smart 
charging compatible. Table 2-8 shows the smart charging systems currently available in the market.  

Table 2-8 Smart charging systems available in the market 
 

Type of smart charging system Energy management system Charging point Charging 
point price 

Smart charging compatible (the 
energy management system is 
combined with a charging point) 

Maxem Energy Manager (from 
148€ ex. VAT to 4495€ plus 
4€/socket/month, according to 
the number of controlled 
sockets, [52]) 

Tesla Wall Connector, up to 
16.5kW [53] 

460£ or 528€ 
[54] 

ICU EVe mini, 22kW [55] 1249€ 

Smartfox energy manager 
(839€, [56]) 

ICU EVe mini, 22kW [55] 1249€ 

NRGkick mobile charging 
station, 22kW [57] 

949€ 

KEBA KeContact P30, 22kW, 
[58] 

939€ 

ABL eMH1, 3.7kW, [59] 699€ 

Smart charging ready (the 
control is inbuilt) 

Not required Newmotion Home standard, 
3.7kW, [60] 

714€ 

Kraftriket Smart Total, 22kW, 
[61] 

22,990kr, or 
2388€ [62] 
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2.3.3 Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) 
EVs cannot only be managed to cause a low impact on the grid but if controlled properly and with the adequate Electric 
Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE), they can supply power to the grid in a concept known as Vehicle to Grid [33].  EVs 
have a high capacity storage battery to supply power for vehicle operation. Normally the battery would be connected to the 
grid for charging purposes, when it behaves as a load corresponding to the charger capacity, e.g. 3kW or 7kW. However, 
when the battery is not fully discharged it contains energy, and it is possible to use this stored energy, if the EV is stationary 
and its charger is connected, to supply power to the grid. V2G refers to bidirectional power flow to and from the grid 
typically under the control of the power utility company (or the aggregators), through a communication channel between 
EVs and the power grid [64]. To make V2G possible, a special bi-directional charger is required which could be either DC 
or AC (which could be installed on-board, as in the BYD e6 used in Utrecht [65]) and also pursued within the new 15118 
standard (especially by Renault) at present, which can act as an inverter to supply power back to the. The V2G procedure, 
however, should not sacrifice the main function of a vehicle as transportation. 

In order to facilitate V2G adoption related standards are essential to ensure interoperability. For this purpose, the standards 
to refer to are ISO/IEC 15118 and IEC 61851. In the ISO / IEC 15118 protocol the communication standard between a 
charge point and an EV is discussed and it is High Level Communication; this means the EV can communicate with a 
charging point with the intervention of the EV user. This is implemented in EVs that are equipped with CHAdeMO - 
though with the new 15118 standard also in the Combined Charging System (CCS) - but it is not used in many charging 
points yet and the market adoption is still low [66]. The IEC 61851-1 edition 2 describes the four charging modes. It is the 
standard for EV charging in Europe and has been discussed earlier in this report. The connectors that could be used for 
bidirectional power flow and communication fall within in the IEC 62196-2 [67] and these are SAE J1772 or Yazaki 
(Northern America), Mennekes (Europe), and JEVS G105-1993 or CHAdeMO (Japan) [68, 69]. Currently only CHAdeMO 
allows a suitable bidirectional connection that could support V2G, for the others, the required communication protocol still 
needs to be adapted to suit bi-directionality, such as with the new 15118 standard also in CCS. Additional standards for the 
communication between EVSE and the Grid Operator are required, such as the IEC61850-90-8, and between the aggregator 
and the EVSE or the Grid Operator, such as the OCPP, OSC/OpenADr etc. As can be seen the standards have just started 
to be adopted and interoperability is yet in its infancy; this is another barrier for a wide scale adoption of V2G. 
From the user point of view, also the cost of V2G equipment can present an obstacle, in view of the limited profitability of 
V2G, discussed elsewhere in this report. Beyond the V2G chargers, qualification costs (e.g. with Tennet), communication 
costs (special requirements by the TSO) and metering costs (special meter needed) also need to be considered. However, 
in all these considerations, the costs of an AC charger including installation (1,5-2k Euros) and perhaps even an inverter 
(1-2k Euros) could be saved if a domestic PV installation is involved, and this can be considered in the equation. 
Satisfactory revenue streams from V2G service provision may offset these costs. Besides, commercial V2G ready chargers 
are available which is an indication that the technology is mature and with a higher roll-out costs will be further taken 
down. 

An initial cost estimate by Kempton et al. for the entire technical V2G installation set was at $2000, [70]. The initial system 
cost of ‘Leaf to Home’ unit in Japan is 567,000 Yen ($7118), which is brought down to 327,000 Yen ($4104) excluding 
installation, by taking into account the government incentive of 240,000 Yen ($3012), [71]. Enel tagged the cost of a V2G 
charger at around £600 [72], which would be a good demonstrator of V2G feasibility and affordability for V2G unit, 
considering the promising price and the huge amount of V2G projects in which Enel is involved. It is important to note 
that AC charger vs DC charger aspect is very important here in terms of costs – a DC unit has a higher cost due to the 
power electronics needed in the charger. 

Nissan, together with Eaton, has launched its xStorage for a home/business energy storage solution, [73]. The base system 
starts from €3,500 excl. VAT and installation costs for the 4.2 kWh system with second life batteries, €3,900 for a 6 kWh 
system with new or used batteries, and €5,580 ($5,950 USD) for a 9.6 kWh unit (with new cells). According to [74], 
xStorage forms a central part of its home V2G solution. The UK price for the competing Tesla Powerwall 2 storage system 
is listed as £5,400 for a single 14 kWh Powerwall battery. The supporting hardware costs £500 (including VAT) 
Additionally, each Powerwall 2 has typical installation costs range from £800 to £2,000 [74]. 

As well as simply providing power to support the Grid when it may require it, such as during the 6pm evening demand 
peak, or to facilitate the use of fluctuating RES, when the EV battery may be charged when the RES generation is excessive, 
and discharged when it is insufficient other services can be provided. The EV battery can also be utilized for additional 
services such as market trading (energy arbitrage) where energy may be bought when it is cheap to charge the battery and 
sold back to the grid when energy prices are higher. Frequency regulation services may also be provided: in a power system 
when the instantaneous power generated exceeds the instantaneous demand for power, the surplus power from e.g. steam 
turbines ends up accelerating the rotating machinery, causing a rise in frequency. Frequency regulation can then involve 
absorbing the excess power to bring the system frequency back to nominal. EVs are well suited to this application, having 
a very fast response time. This part of the process is known as down regulation. In an analogous way, if the instantaneous 
demand for power exceeds the supply, the kinetic energy in the system rotating machinery will be consumed as the 
rotational speed falls and the system frequency falls as a result. To solve this issue real power can be injected into the 
system (up regulation) to remove the power deficit. Again, aggregated EVs can supply the necessary power. Using EVs in 
this way there is no need to absorb much power overall, as the down regulation and up regulation functions tend to average 
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out.  In utilizing the full capability of the battery resource when the EV is stationary, the V2G controller can communicate 
with a management system (or aggregator), which will perform techno-economic calculations to determine how best to 
utilize the battery.   Depending upon the complexity of the system, this could be a very simple charge/ discharge calculation 
or involve much more complex market trading algorithms and analysis.  This is beneficial in both an economic sense for 
the EV owner, who could be paid for providing these ancillary services and thus make an income from V2G operations 
with their vehicle. From the perspective of the network operator, the use of V2G can provide the opportunity to improve 
the sustainability and reliability of the power system [75], especially as it is decentralized and closer to the local network. 

In a conventional power grid, if the amount of power demanded changes very suddenly then the stable operation of the 
turbine powered synchronous generators used may become hard to achieve. Some of these technical issues concerning the 
stability (‘transient’ and ‘dynamic’ stability) of the grid can be alleviated by the use of V2G, since EV batteries and battery 
management systems are able to respond to a control signal in approximately 1 second , [76], which lies well within the 
requirement from IEC 61851 standards of 5 seconds, [77]. However, it is worth pointing out that the communication time 
between the EV and EVSE may take longer due to communication protocol stages and handshakes between vehicle and 
charger, in the best case 5s if the car is constantly awake.  

V2G can thus be used to promote the stable operation of a power system. To this end, in the future, it will be necessary to 
use detailed and realistic models of EV batteries when simulating their use to maintain system stability. Even now, in 
Denmark, a dynamic simulation model for the entire battery plant must be submitted to the transmission system operator, 
if plant rated power exceeds 10MW [141]. In order to provide the aforementioned services, precise forecasting of the 
availability of EVs for the estimation of V2G capacity is important. Improper forecasting will have negative consequences, 
actually reducing system stability, giving problems for both EV fleet managers and grid operators. Only limited research 
has been carried out so far with real-time V2G systems incorporating RES, [78]. 

V2G technology is still in its infancy, with few hardware systems available for the European market.  As the business cases 
for the technology develop and issues around the impact of V2G on battery degradation and social barriers improve, uptake 
will begin to increase. With increasing numbers of grid connected EVs, the system becomes very complex and grid 
constraints become an issue. It becomes a complicated unit-commitment problem with many constraints and conflicting 
objectives [78]. Proper V2G management systems as well as accurate business models that consider various network 
service provision and other energy services, along with appropriate policies, are essential for a successful implementation 
of V2G technologies [64]. Section 4.3 provides more insight on this aspect. 

2.3.4 EV battery technology 
The battery is the most vital part of an EV with relation to energy service offerings.  Its cost accounts for a big part of the 
vehicle’s cost, influencing the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), so battery life has to be considered and maximized in order 
to allow a coherent cost-benefit analysis in an EV related business model that employs Smart Charging and V2G for 
Vehicle for Energy Services (V4ES). The effect of V2G on battery life is discussed in Section 4.2. 

Lithium-Ion batteries are considered here as all the major EVs currently use them. Owing to developments in battery 
technology, manufacturing costs of EV batteries have fallen very significantly in the recent years; at the same time, the 
specific energy has increased [15]. Although the specific power delivered by a Li-Ion battery is comparable to that provided 
by an ICE, in terms of specific energy, EVs are still well behind as compared to the energy density of fossil fuels. However, 
the situation is improving; in [15] the energy density or specific energy of Li-ion batteries is reported to have reached near 
300Wh/l in 2015 and according to the US Department of Energy (DOE) more than 330Wh/l for PHEVs in 2016 (for 
gasoline this accounts for more than 10000Wh/l [79]). The situation regarding battery costs can also be found in the same 
study: in fact, battery costs have dropped from 1000$/kWh in 2008 to under 300$/kWh in 2016 achieving a reduction of 
almost 80%. Market leaders as Tesla and Nissan may have reached battery costs lower than 300$/kWh [80] and this is 
consistent with [81] where the average battery pack price is depicted well below $300/kWh. As for future projections, 
battery pack prices will have a price below $/190/kWh by 2020 and below 100$/kWh by 2030 [81]. Developments in 
battery technology is leading to battery costs falling even faster than initially predicted. This enables cost reductions in the 
price of EVs that will help increase their penetration into the global vehicle fleet. Battery prices decreased by 35% in 2015 
alone and it is predicted that by 2040 long-range electric cars will have a cost that is below $22000 and that 35% of the 
new cars will be EVs [82]. 

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) of EVs are always involved with battery technologies and their 
commercialization and according to recent studies [83], they will join forces with cell manufacturers to promote and learn 
about new technologies in order to allow their development and be the firsts to introduce them in the market. Economy of 
scale will be favoured in long term, when the technologies will be mature; hence, OEMs will establish alliances with 
suppliers. 
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3. Energy autonomy 
A higher utilization of local RES by using EVs for energy storage to even out the peaks and troughs of the highly variable 
supply [84] is possible with one of the services in V4ES denominated as Energy Autonomy. This may stimulate further 
EV adoption, reduce the need for grid reinforcement, and provide other techno- economic advantages such as a reduction 
in CO2 and urban air pollutants. The key elements required to achieve local energy autonomy are a local generation system 
and a storage system to match demand and supply. EVs can act as the storage system (instead of conventional storage 
systems such as Battery Energy Storage Systems and Pumped Hydroelectric Storage), using their batteries to store and 
provide the energy, as required, which means that the EV becomes an integral part of the smart energy system. 

Energy autonomy is considered in several studies, from the use of local resources to fully islanded (or ‘stand-alone’) 
operations (independent from an outside electricity grid).  Different definitions exist in literature for energy autonomy and 
it is also referred to as ‘energy autarky’, ‘energy self-sufficiency’ or ‘energy self-reliance’. A clear definition is essential 
as it decides the elements that must be considered in the equation and this influences the economy in the business model. 
Various definitions of energy autonomy are summarised in Table 3-1: 

Terms Definitions 

Self-sufficiency Locally consumed energy generation / Local energy demand 

Self-consumption Locally consumed energy generation / Local energy generation 

Degree of electrical autonomy Self-sufficiency / Self-consumption 

Table 3-1 Definitions of energy autonomy derived from literature [84] 
From the studies conducted to date, some interesting conclusions can be drawn. If PV is combined with storage systems, a 
higher grid independency is achieved [85], but the capacity of the battery will determine how much improvement can be 
made in terms of autonomy [86]. A general trend of increasing CO2 emission reduction and savings in electricity bills with 
higher investments in terms of PV and battery sizing is perceived [85]. Autonomy and battery utilization cannot be 
maximized simultaneously in most cases [86]. The optimum level of self-sufficiency increases with the number of involved 
households [87]. A way to achieve a higher energy autonomy is to apply the DSM: the charging of EVs and if applicable 
the base load, with a required change in user behaviour can be managed in order to eliminate the mismatch with the PV 
generation [88]. Depending on the economic regulation (mostly resulting from national policies), this can be an economic 
and easy solution. When EVs (or stationary 2nd life batteries) are used for smart charging and/or V2G the batteries present 
in the city are used optimally, avoiding excessive battery production. 

Research shows there are multiple definitions of energy autonomy found in the literature review. For the purposes of the 
SEEV4-City project, Self-sufficiency as listed in Table 3-1 is adopted for energy autonomy calculation as follows. 

𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =
𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇
 

Where Self-Consumption is the locally consumed energy generation including those shifted by stationary storage or EVs. 
This definition will be adapted for each SEEV4-City pilot, depending on the local boundaries and operational variations. 
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4. Business models and Economics of Smart charging and V2G 

4.1 Business models 
As well as the cost of the necessary V2G bidirectional charger, there will be further costs in order to enable V2G. One will 
need to provide a bidirectional communication channel with the TSO or Aggregator as the case may be, and an additional 
energy meter so that the financial impacts of V2G may be measured. As will be discussed in Section 4.2, further 
opportunities for value creation could be realized by applying business models; that is, EV business models must provide 
value for both service providers and service users [89]. Positive drivers for V2G could include market oriented 
regulations/tariffs, for example dynamic pricing of energy and grid usage. 

It is essential to undertake an economic evaluation within the SEEV4-City project to quantify the costs/benefits of Smart 
Charging and V2G in order to help in developing reliable business models and promote SUMEPs. Of course, the 
characteristics of the energy storage system has to comply with the requirements of the different services. Different services 
with different calling times and frequency can be stacked and provided with the same vehicles and most importantly the 
same charging infrastructure to keep the costs low. The services that can be provided together are frequency regulation, 
demand management, distribution/transmission investment deferral, solar self -sufficiency (autonomy) and others.  

According to the Department for Transport vehicle licensing statistics for 2014, [90], and the Ultra-Low Carbon Vehicle 
Demonstrator Programme, [91], the EV archetype can be broken down into private domestic (47%), private commercial 
(33%), public (11%) and fleet (9%) for the UK.   

The generic EV business model includes the commercial relationship between the associated stakeholders, based on the 
direction of energy flow. With ICT and smart grid infrastructure in place, the aggregator is responsible for collecting the 
available power from EVs that are involved in the smart charging/V2G activities, providing the network service such as 
frequency regulation or spinning reserves provision, and settling the transactions with EVs based on the energy provision 
and the capacity provision for some of the available schemes. An aggregator is an intermediary between EV users, the 
electricity market, the distribution system operator (DSO) and the transmission system operator (TSO) [92]. The role of 
the aggregator is that of an agent that acts in behalf of many EV users to establish business relationships that otherwise 
would not have been possible, given the small size of an EV battery, compared to the grid requirements. The USEF 
(Universal Smart Energy Framework) foundation in The Netherlands was founded by seven key players, active across the 
smart energy industry, ‘with a shared goal - one integrated smart energy system which benefits all stakeholders, from 
energy companies to consumers.’ USEF is intended to help interested parties to understand the nature of the opportunity 
that the new aggregator role offers and to provide the tools to act on it, making the boundaries of an aggregator’s business 
model clear, without limiting opportunities. USEF sees it role in defining the role and delivers the related interaction models 
and sample technical references, which is particularly important where the role is of interest to companies not currently 
active in the energy markets but that have existing retail relationships and expertise. As well as gaining early access to 
commercial prosumers with the highest volumes of flexibility to sell, with reference demonstration projects in Heerguward 
(a USEF-based smart energy system connecting 200 households, predicting daily electricity use and production, and smart 
control of appliances; and also in Hood Darlem (42 urban neighbourhood households with home battery systems are 
combined with solar production, a smart-in-home-system, within a USEF framework) and in the first aggregators to adopt 
USEF-based smart energy system) will play a role in setting the standard for the function, effectively creating a hallmark 
for the future which they can then apply to generate customer confidence in their brand. https://www.usef.energy/general-
benefits/aggregator/  

The uncertainty in social acceptance of V2G together with the inconclusive net value creation capability of the current 
business models, urge investigations on EV business model structures with feasible scenarios that could potentially be 
applied to the various scales, such as household level, street level, neighbourhood level, and city level. Some available 
examples of smart charging and V2G schemes are presented in chapter 6 of the SEEV4-City Full State-of-the-Art report. 

Different stakeholders (such as network operator, energy market operator, mobility provider etc.) exist in all forms of 
business models, which are developed based on the various revenue streams from network service provision, DSM, price 
arbitrage, etc., or a combination of these. EV ownership clarification provides the basis for the commercial relationship 
definition of the business models, i.e. under a certain form of EV ownership, which stakeholders are more directly related 
to what energy scenarios, and with whom the contract are signed with. There are 3 main types of business model structures, 
depending on ownership, as listed in Table 4-1. 

 
Type Definition 

EV Private 
ownership 

- The vehicle user is also the vehicle owner. 
- The energy provider introduces time-of-use energy prices and feed-in tariff to the customer, 

and settles the transactions through an intermediate energy management agent. [93] 

https://www.usef.energy/general-benefits/aggregator/
https://www.usef.energy/general-benefits/aggregator/
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- The customer must purchase the vehicle and the battery from the mobility provider and the 
infrastructure provider is responsible for the charging device. 

EV Car leasing 

- Private vehicle purchased via a Personal Contract Purchase (PCP), i.e. leasing/renting. 
- A personal lease consists of an upfront payment followed by regular monthly payments over 

a fixed period of time. [94] 
- It is usually cheaper than financing a vehicle outright as the individual is effectively renting 

the vehicle, but they do not own it. 
- The risk of battery life is taken by OEMs under leasing service by shifting the private EV 

ownership. 

EV Car sharing 

- By sharing cars, the vehicle ownership is completely given up, which is supported by the 
general trend where the interest in owning a car is decreasing. [95] 

- Advantages: shift of car ownership together with associated upstream and downstream risks 
to the service provision company; 

- Disadvantages: high initial investment for purchasing the vehicles, e.g. the revenue structure 
of Autolib in Paris, [96], which is one of the largest EV sharing services in the world, is 
dependent on public financing. [97] 

Table 4-1 Ownership based business model structures 
The output from the business model should cover the economic and environmental savings, as well as performance related 
rewards, in the TCO and/or TCU, the environmental benefits in terms of CO2 emission reduction, clean kilometres 
achieved, and improvement in local energy autonomy. 

In conclusion, EV ownership is under transformation from being purely private to a sharing form. By shifting from private 
EV ownership partially the risk of battery life is taken by OEMs under the leasing service, or when the ownership is fully 
given up, the service provision company under car sharing would completely take the upstream and downstream risk. In 
the latter case, the significant initial investment would be a financial challenge. In early days of EV markets, it is essential 
to have policy as a driver of EV markets, either directly subsidising pilot projects that will lead the market by example, or 
incentivizing future behaviours in the market from aspects of transport, energy and environment, as well as reinforcing 
regulations to enable interoperability. The regulation needs to be tailored to support EVs: the owners should be given a 
market to trade energy and an appropriate taxing should be adopted. Low user acceptance may as well hinder V2G adoption 
and this is discussed in Section 6. With higher EV deployment, these barriers will be overcome. 

4.2 Economics of Smart Charging and V2G 
Although small compared to the fuel cost of a conventional vehicle, electricity charging cost of an EV is still an expenditure. 
An example of charging costs in the UK is around £400 for an average annual mileage of 10 000 miles [98]. The average 
domestic charging cost for EVs in the Netherlands is 22 c€/kWh [99]. As for public charging in the Netherlands, it was 
free until the end of 2012, whereas from June 2014 the fees are determined by the Charging Point Operators (CPOs). The 
CPO pricing mechanism can include a combination of energy cost per kWh, per-connection time fee (i.e. duration of use), 
and per-use fee. On average, the per-use fee and the energy fee can be 42c€ and 32c€/kWh, respectively, [100]. These 
prices can vary significantly depending on the operator. According to the Dutch Knowledge Platform in 2016, the average 
price per kWh excluding VAT was of 28 c€/kWh [101]. Rates for fast charging in the Netherlands vary in the range of 59-
70 c€/kWh [102]. According to [103], EV electricity charging costs in other NSR countries such as Belgium, Germany, 
and Denmark range from a minimum of 25 c€/kWh to 56 c€/kWh. Per minute rates as much as 10 c€/min are also available. 
In Norway, running 100% on renewable energy, the slow charging is free whereas the recent fast charging infrastructure 
costs about NOK 2.5/min [104]. 

This, and other costs such as battery degradation, must be evened out or exceeded by the revenues from the different energy 
services to provide benefits to the user. The basic idea to consider is that supplying V2G based ancillary services to the 
Grid will cause additional wear to the EV battery, reducing its potential future life to a greater or lesser degree. This 
phenomenon is known as battery degradation. Battery life can be divided in calendar life and cycle life and while V2G 
may impact the cycle life, it does not influence calendar life, as batteries degrade with time whether they are used or not. 
The costs of battery degradation have been estimated: a simple but reasonable approach is to find the cost of replacing the 
EV battery divided by the total energy provided by the battery during its life cycle in kWh. The costs of battery degradation 
can then be measured in terms of Euros /Pounds per kWh throughput. [105] 

In previous work in relation to V2G, different network services such as baseload provision, peak power provision, 
frequency regulation and spinning reserve have been explored. Frequency regulation has been identified as the most 
profitable application of V2G [106]. However, the economic feasibility must be carried out within the boundaries of each 
country or even region in terms of policy, technology advancement and availability, therefore some services may be more 
profitable in one country but not bring any value in others, just because it is put in a different context. It may be found that 
PV self-consumption turns out to be (much) better, once all cost components and the regulatory regime (such as the set 
bidding period are considered. 
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For example, under PJM in the US, there is already a compensation for fast responsive systems providing frequency 
regulation, and currently the Electric BMW Minis in the University of Delaware is earning $100 by responding to the PJM 
frequency regulation signal [107]. The revenues for V2G depend on the payment structure for the different services. For 
regulation services, it usually consists of a fixed payment to reflect the power, which the EV can provide in support of the 
grid (usually limited by the charger capacity), capacity payment, and an energy payment for the actual energy supplied in 
up regulation and absorbed in down regulation. The actual energy costs to the EV owner for regulation services tend to 
balance out. The main costs are, energy cost (not to be considered for frequency regulation), battery degradation cost and 
the infrastructure cost for V2G charging.  A possible barrier for EVs participating in frequency regulation services is when 
the difference between the payment and the cost of the energy provided per kWh is not satisfactory enough. In the Danish 
case, the aggregator NUVVE is starting a trial with 30 vehicles allowing them to discharge their batteries towards a market 
that is accessible to utilities that want to match demand (https://venturebeat.com/2011/06/14/the-cash-back-car-danish-evs-
owners-to-sell-power-back-to-the-grid/). To access this energy they currently will have to pay a tariff that is three time 
higher than the energy cost. Aggregators such as NUWE are lobbying the Danish tax authorities to handle the energy used 
for services different than ‘normal’ demand. 

Balancing the revenue obtained against the costs of carrying out the V2G operation allows a calculation showing the profit 
accruing to the EV owner. In general, frequency regulation services generate the most profits, followed by spinning reserve 
provision and possibly peak shaving. The type of usage expected of the EVs will also affect their availability and therefore 
make a difference on the associated revenues.  One area of uncertainty is what the usage patterns surrounding the new 
ultra-fast chargers may be in the future. Will this be in line with predictive patterns from so far still limited data available, 
and will the length of usage of these new ultra-fast chargers allow for V2G for smart charging and V2G services? However, 
V2G provision can represent part of a profitable business model for EVs; in fact in the Danish context, payment of 90+10 
kr/MW/h is assumed for an aggregator (https://www.livogland.dk). 

The costs of battery degradation depend on the battery replacement cost and the lifetime, so with advancing technology the 
situation will become more favourable. Battery degradation during the lifetime of the EV largely determines the Total Cost 
of Use (TCU) and at the end of the battery’s useful life in the EV, the battery residual value, is determined by the remaining 
capacity. Due to battery degradation, in order to meet automotive requirement for adequate lifetime, the batteries may be 
oversized; in the context of V4ES, this represents extra cost and weight whereas the minimization of the degradation, 
performed with Smart Charging or V2G [106] can extend battery life and thus reduce the need for expensive oversizing of 
the battery. In order to design comprehensive EV business models to promote SUMEPs, a battery degradation model that 
evaluates several aspects must be developed: the extra battery degradation, which consequently affects the Battery State of 
Health (SOH) and the residual value and the effect of all the main influencing variables, such as, State of Charge (SOC), 
Depth of Discharge (DOD), temperature and charging/discharging rate must be considered. The majority of the studies 
[108] [109] [110] only consider some of the relevant parameters and their effects but not all. In addition, the model should 
represent the widely adopted batteries and the degradation must be expressed with a cost function. At the same time the 
model must be computationally efficient enough to run on an embedded system for better user experiences. 

Smart charging, as opposed to V2G (especially if not done properly), will not tend to cause significant extra battery 
degradation when compared to normal charging, since the same charge would be transferred in both cases, and the charging 
conditions are the same. Indeed, delaying charging until the early hours of the morning rather than charging at say 6pm, 
on return from work, would give less degradation since the battery is stored overnight at a lower SOC, causing a lower 
degradation [111]. Thus, the benefits of Smart Charging to network operators may be obtained without disadvantage to the 
EV owner, who might benefit themselves by charging when power was in surplus and thus cheaper. Charging when there 
is high RES generation can provide benefits to the network, allowing a greater degree of renewables integration. Smart 
charging could be used for down regulation, obtaining free energy to charge the battery whilst being paid for provision of 
the service. 

As regards V2G, the main source of revenues procurement is via various energy services as discussed above but it may 
result in extra battery degradation, which however needs more investigation, as research shows that V2G reduces the 
average-SOC and this could actually benefit battery life similar to smart charging. The costs of the operation depend on 
the lifetime of the EV battery, since carrying out the balancing service involves transfer of energy to and from the battery. 
A major potential use of V2G is to enable the use of RES generation without the need for fossil fuel backup when the RES 
is not generating; the EVs if aggregated in sufficient numbers can store RES energy, releasing it when the RES generation 
is too small. This would contribute to a higher level of energy autonomy. This process can produce system benefits and 
allow high levels of RES integration with consequent CO2 reductions through integration with EV fleets [112]. For 
individual EV owners, the capacity of the charger limits the potential involvement of the EV in V2G, since even a 7kW 
charger has a power throughput of far less than the potential throughput of the EV battery, as when used for driving. Hence, 
in most scenarios, aggregators are required to combine EVs into economically viable blocks with enough capacity to enter 
the market for ancillary services. The aggregators will no doubt charge for their services, part of the calculation of 
profitability involves determining how profit would be shared between aggregator and EV owner. 

Little previous work takes into account national and local energy policy, grants and subsidies to EV owners that can play 
a role as key drivers for EV user behaviour and should therefore be considered in the V2G economics analyses. Taxes, 
penalties and other forms of incentives and disincentives (such as perhaps free parking, bus lane use, or environmental 

https://venturebeat.com/2011/06/14/the-cash-back-car-danish-evs-owners-to-sell-power-back-to-the-grid/
https://venturebeat.com/2011/06/14/the-cash-back-car-danish-evs-owners-to-sell-power-back-to-the-grid/
https://www.livogland.dk/
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exclusion zones) to promote clean transportation also should be included. Significant gaps exist in previous studies and the 
scope of SEEV4-City is to develop a comprehensive economic approach that provides a detailed evaluation of smart 
charging and V2G by considering the relevant factors that affect these together with their effects on household PV 
generation, energy autonomy and grid support. 

4.3 Network services 
Smart charging and V2G can be employed to provide energy services to the grid and this represents a potential revenue 
stream within V4ES, by being developed as a business model to generate extra income for the EV owner and benefits for 
the involved stakeholders. The chief ancillary services are the balancing services and reactive power provision, the former 
being employed by the network operator in order to guarantee a secure and quality service by ensuring a continuous balance 
between demand and supply. The main balancing services are Frequency response, Reserve and Reactive power 
compensation. 

Frequency response: Frequency response means that the appointed generator must automatically change the active power 
output in response to a frequency change. The nominal frequency value in Europe is 50 Hz; the statutory frequency limit 
is 49.5-50.5 Hz and the operational limit is 49.8-50.2 Hz.  

In the UK, Frequency Response is divided in Primary Response, Secondary Response and High Frequency Response.  

The common technical requirement demanded by the National Grid of the UK requires generators to satisfy the following: 
Mandatory frequency Response, Firm Frequency Response and Frequency Control by Demand Management. The types of 
frequency responses are listed in Table 4-2.  

Type of Frequency Response Requirement Can be satisfied by EV fleets (Yes/No) 
Mandatory frequency Response Minimum rating: 10-100 MW Possibly, at city-level 

Firm Frequency Response Minimum rating: 10 MW Yes, because of the viable requirement 
Enhanced Frequency Response React within 1s from deviation Yes, because of the inherent ramping 

characteristics of the EV batteries 
Frequency Control Demand 

Management (FCDM) 
Minimum rating: 3 MW Yes, charging schedules can be controlled 

within reasonable limits 
Table 4-2 Types of Frequency Response [113] 

Reserve: Sources of extra power in the form of either generation or demand reduction may be required to be able to deal 
with unforeseen demand increase and/or generation unavailability. There are five types of Reserve, listed in Table 4-3:  
 

Type of Reserve Requirement Can be satisfied by EV fleets (Yes/No) 
Fast Reserve Minimum rating: 50 MW Yes, at city-level 

Short Time Operating 
Reserve (STOR) 

Minimum rating: 3 MW 
Delivery time: 240 minutes, for 2 hours 

Yes, at work places, with a high number of 
EVs 

Balancing Mechanism 
(BM) Start Up Prepared generator in 89 minutes No, not optimal for EV fleets, against the 

short availability of EV charging. 
Demand turn-up Minimum rating: 1 MW Yes 

 Others  

Black start 

Ability to start up the main generation 
plant or at least one module and be ready 

to energise part of the network 
Accept instantaneous loading or demand 

blocks of 35-50 MW 

Not at present. In future, with a huge 
deployment of EVs and EVSE this service 

may be viable. 

Table 4-3 Types of Reserve [113] 
Reactive Power: Voltage levels in the electric power grid are influenced by reactive power flows. If the right amount of 
reactive power is provided, then the network voltage can be controlled. There are various types of reactive power service, 
which EV may or may not be able to provide (depending on technical constraints), and are listed in Table 4-4. 

 
Type of Reactive 

Power service Description 

Obligatory 
Reactive Power 
Service 

Any large generator that is larger than 50 MW has to provide or absorb reactive power in 
order to regulate the voltage at the closest connection point. 
EV fleets have not yet been aggregated to enable a combined output as large as 50 MW, so do 
not have the required rating to be applicable for this service, as yet. 

Enhanced 
reactive power 
service 

This service is for those generators that are not required to supply the obligatory reactive 
power service. 
EVs can be utilized to provide reactive power when idle, and when no other balancing service 
is provided; this can result in extra profit. 
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Importantly, it should be noted, that this service does not absorb much real power from the 
battery, because no active power is provided; only the charger and battery losses will be 
present. 

Table 4-4 Types of Reactive Power Service [113] 
In Denmark, control of reactive power is a requirement for any battery storage system connected to the grid [141]. In the 
Netherlands, Belgium Germany, Austria and Switzerland, the market for the Primary Control Reserve (PCR), responsible 
for frequency regulation has been unified in 2015. The PCR is employed to limit and stabilise frequency disruptions in the 
entire synchronously connected high-voltage grid [114] [115]. This service is procured through auctions where the 
technical unit can bid after prequalifying in accordance with the prequalification requirements. The technical requirements 
for this service are listed in Table 4-5. 

Requirement Value 
Minimum bid size 1MW up and down 
Accuracy of the frequency measurement 10mHz or less 
Insensitivity range for the frequency control Max 10mHz 
Full activation time 30s for the whole bid 
Full activation frequency deviation ±200 MHz 
Real time operating power measurement In MW within 4-10 s 

Table 4-5 Technical requirement for the frequency regulation [115] 
A PCR provider must, for a 24-hour period with a different target frequency, regulate the output power according to a set 
point correction on the basis of the contractual commitment. For example, a contractual commitment of 50 MW (at 200 
MHz) requires a correction to the set points of -2.5 MW at 49.99 Hz or +2.5 MW at 50.01 Hz target frequency. There is 
only the capacity payment. Batteries fall within the category of limited sources; hence, there are specific requirements: 
they must able to provide constant support to the frequency within the "standard frequency range" of 49.95-50.05 Hz. If, 
in case of a larger deviation in frequency, the "alert state" is reached, the limited source must be able to continuously supply 
the full quantity of primary reserve contracted for not less than 15 minutes (30 minutes in Germany) at a deviation of 200 
MHz or more, or to supply partial delivery for a proportionately longer period in case of frequency deviations lower than 
200 MHz After these 15 minutes (or proportionately longer period), the limited source must have the energy fully available 
again as soon as possible, but at the most within 2 hours after reaching "standard frequency range". 

The different Ancillary Services available in the NSR countries and their requirements, as asked by the Network operators, 
are presented in the following tables. The main services that will be presented are the Frequency Response (or Reserve in 
this case), the Imbalance Settlement, the Load Participation (specifically considered for Belgium where this is not included 
in the same market of the generation), Voltage Regulation and Black Start. 

Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR) 

This is normally activated in order to stabilize the System Frequency after an imbalance in all the NSR countries. Table 
4-6 defines the characteristics of this service, such as the providers, the product resolution, the procurement scheme, the 
price types and others.  

Characteristic Options UK Netherlands Belgium Norway Germany Denmark Sweden 

Capacity - 
Procurement 
schemes 

Hybrid    ☒    
Mandatory offers ☒       
Organised market  ☒ ☒  ☒ ☒ ☒ 

Capacity – 
minimum 
bidding 
quantity 
(MW) 

x≤1MW   ☒ 
 

☒ 
 

☒ 
 

☒ 
 

☒ 
 

1MW≤x≤5MW  ☒ 
 

     

Capacity – 
maximum 
bidding time 

Month(s)   ☒     
Week(s)  ☒   ☒   
Hour(s)    ☒  ☒ ☒ 

Capacity - 
Provider 

Generators only  ☒  ☒   ☒ 
Generators + load      ☒  
Generators + Pump 
Storage units 
pumping 

☒  ☒  ☒   
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Capacity – 
symmetrical 
product 

Has to be 
symmetrical 

 ☒   ☒  ☒ 

Doesn’t need to be 
symmetrical 

☒  ☒ ☒  ☒  

Capacity – 
settlement 
rule 

Pay as bid ☒ ☒ ☒  ☒  ☒ 
Marginal pricing    ☒  ☒  

Energy - 
Provider 

Generators only       ☒ 
Generators + Load      ☒  
Generators + Load 
+ Pump Storage 
units pumping 

☒       

Energy – 
minimum 
bidding 
quantity 
(MW) 

No minimum bid 
size 

     ☒  

x≤1MW       ☒ 
5MW≤x≤10MW ☒       

Energy – 
settlement 
rule 

Pay as bid ☒       
Marginal pricing       ☒ 

Table 4-6 Frequency Containment Reserve in the NSR countries [116] 
Replacement Reserve 

This service is used to restore/support the required level of frequency. It includes operating reserves that imply times from 
those necessary to restore frequency to hours. Amongst the NSR countries only the UK has this service. For the capacity 
part, the minimum bidding quantity has to be between 1MW and 5MW, the maximum bidding time is in terms of weeks, 
the time distance to auction is again in terms of weeks, the providers are Generators, loads and pump storage units pumping, 
the contracted parties who provide the service are paid based on the bid price and the monitoring is a hybrid system. As 
for the energy provision, the units are activated according to a merit order (from lowest marginal cost to the highest), the 
minimum bidding quantity, again, has to be between 1MW and 5MW, the providers are generators, loads and pump storage 
units pumping, the settlements rule is set pay as bid for, the monitoring is a hybrid system and the activation time, that is 
the time between the receipt of a valid instruction by the Activation Optimisation Function and when the ramping to meet 
that instruction has ended depends on the unit. 

Load participation 

For this service only in Belgium, among the NSR countries, Load Providers cannot use the same market mechanisms and 
actual processes as generation. Therefore, there is a specific market solution: the minimum bidding size has to be between 
1MW and 5MW, the settlement rule has been fixed as pay as bid and aggregators, large consumers, aggregated small size 
consumers, small consumers and other consumers can participate in the balancing services.  

Voltage control 

Voltage control is part of the ancillary services for every NSR country except Denmark, and the characteristics are 
summarised in Table 4-7: 

Characteristic Options UK Netherlands Belgium Norway Germany Denmark Sweden 

If a power plant 
is able to provide 
voltage control, 
which grid it 
should be 
connected to 

Transmission 
grid 

  ☒   ☒  

Transmission 
grid or 
distribution 
grid 

☒ ☒  ☒ ☒  ☒ 

Is it a service 
paid by the 
TSO? 

Yes ☒  ☒ ☒    
No       ☒ 
Partly  ☒   ☒ ☒  

Settlement rule Pay as bid ☒       
Regulated 
price 

   ☒    
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Free     ☒   
Hybrid      ☒  
Pay as bid + 
Free 

 ☒ ☒     

Does the TSO 
own reactive 
power 
compensation 
systems? 

Yes ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ 

Inductance ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ 
Capacitor 
banks 

☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ 

SVC ☒   ☒  ☒ ☒ 
Synchronous 
compensator 

☒   ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ 

Table 4-7 Voltage control in the NSR countries [116] 
Black start 

This service can be mandatory or not for some plants according to the criteria of different TSOs. Also, the types of plants 
that can provide these service vary. The characteristics are represented in Table 4-8. 

Characteristic Options UK Netherlands Belgium Norway Germany Denmark Sweden 

If a power 
plant is able to 
provide black 
start service, 
which grid it 
should be 
connected to 

Transmission grid   ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ 

Transmission grid 
or distribution grid 

☒ ☒      

Is it a service 
paid by the 
TSO? 

Yes ☒ ☒ ☒  ☒ ☒ ☒ 
No    ☒    

Settlement 
rule 

Pay as bid ☒ ☒    ☒ ☒ 
Free     ☒   
Pay as bid + Free   ☒     

Does the TSO 
own units for 
Black start 
service? 

Yes      ☒  

No ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒ ☒  ☒ 

Should be the 
Black start 
provided by a 
single unit or 
it is allowed to 
be part of a 
power plant? 

Yes        

No, it has to be a 
single unit 

☒ ☒ ☒  ☒ ☒ ☒ 

Is there a 
regulated 
gradient for 
the BS unit 

No ☒  ☒  ☒   
Yes, 0-
100MW/15min 

     ☒  

Table 4-8 Black start in the NSR countries [116] 
 
As can be seen, the characteristics of the different services change according to the country that is considered, which means 
that one service can bring profit in one country but maybe not as profitable in another one, even though the structure of the 
business model does not change. This is why every business model must be designed according to the nation that is referred 
to while considering the different services available. Most probably, different services have to be combined in each country 
to make an acceptable to attractive overall revenue stream for EV owners. 

To summarize, a diversified range of network services are available, and these are currently procured with conventional 
technologies whereas potentially, these could be provided by EVs. However, there is not yet a clear regulatory framework 
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that facilitates EV fleets to enter in this market, because requirements that suit mainly large power plants are still in place 
and these need to be adapted for the new types of generation. SEEV4-City will include these services in business models 
involving different stakeholders and, at a later stage, will provide suggestions to help the involved authorities improving 
the regulatory framework. 
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5. Policies and incentives for EV adoption in EU and NSR 
Alongside the various policies and incentives in EU and NSR to support the RES adoption, which has been introduced in 
Section 2.2, there are a number of measures available to encourage the uptake of electric vehicles at the EU, national and 
sub-national levels, to favour EV business models and to turn the economy in favour of EVs against ICE vehicles. They 
range from Purchase Subsidies, Ownership Benefits, Business and Infrastructure Support and Local Incentives. The 
policies combined with successful business models are essential to promote EV uptake and user engagement to make 
SUMEPs more fruitful. Various types of incentives for EVs and PV, classified according to four categories, at national 
and local level are listed in Table 5-1.  

As Table 5-1 shows many EU countries have policies to support EVs. However, this should be seen against the context of 
the EU that has been promoting more sustainable transport systems, including road vehicles.  This includes fleet vehicle 
emission standards, EU wide collective targets for CO2 reduction including decarbonisation of the electricity grid, emission 
and air-quality standards for cities and requirements for vehicle recycling. 

As can be seen from the presented policies supporting PV deployment years 2012 and 2013 have seen a significant increase 
in Belgian residential PV installation due to renewable subsidies and incentives, such as net metering and feed-in tariff. 
This massive PV installation made it increasingly difficult for grid operators to balance supply and demand. Some changes 
in policies have been made to alleviate the imbalance in the system. For example, Flanders introduced the prosumer tariff, 
which requires a payment of €88.44/kW/year (PV lifetime) from household PV to inject power back to the grid [126]. This 
incurred fee would encourage local renewable consumption from domestic base/flexible load as well as EV charging where 
applicable.  

In conclusion, clear and strong policies and incentives are required to achieve the shift to electric vehicles, and adopt more 
RES in the upcoming decades. The SEEV4-City project will produce findings and policy recommendations, which will be 
disseminated in the final report. 
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E-mobility adoption is incentivized widely across the NSR countries via purchase subsidies, taxation/VAT exemption, energy pricing/regulation and others. The associated EV charging infrastructure are 
also under fast deployment supported by local and national governmental funds to facilitate the EV deployment. Regarding renewable integration, the quota system, FIT and Net metering are commonly 
adopted among the NSR countries. NSR countries share common areas along these different dimensions while at the same time showing divergence in each country, which is detailed in this table. 

Policy type UK The Netherlands Norway Germany Belgium Denmark Sweden 
E-Mobility: 
purchase subsidies, 
taxation/VAT, 
energy 
pricing/regulations, 
incentives such as 
parking access and 
others 

• Zero emission 
vehicles with at 
least 70 miles 
range get 
GB£4,500 grant; 
PHEVs under 
GB£60,000 
receive GB£2,500 

• Registration tax 
exemption for zero 
emission vehicles; 
low emission 
vehicles have 
reduced taxes. 

• Annual circulation 
tax exemption 

• Individual bus 
lanes opened to 
labelled EVs and 
free parking in 
some areas. 

• ULEZ in London 
(from 2019-2020) 
vehicles that do 
not meet the 
exhaust emission 
standards must 
pay a day charge 
to enter the ULEZ 

• Full exemption from 
the normal 
registration tax for 
zero emission cars; 
for other cars there is 
a progressive system 
with 5 levels: level 1, 
PHEVs, 1-79 
gCO2/km and pay 
€6/gCO2; level 2, 50-
106  gCO2/km and 
pay €69/gCO2 and 
the final level, for 
174 gCO2/km or over 
pay €476/gCO2. 

• Tax reduction to 
individuals and 
companies for EV 
purchasing 

• Zero emission cars 
are exempt from road 
taxes whereas 
PHEVs (<51 
gCO2/km) pay the 
50% of the tax for a 
conventional car. 

• For companies 
investments on zero 
emission cars and 
PHEVs are 

• Exemption 
from VAT for 
BEVs, and no 
import tax. 

• BEVs are 
exempted from 
acquisition tax 
whereas 
PHEVs enjoy 
reduced tax (up 
to €10,000). 

• In 2016 higher 
purchase 
discounts and 
tax waivers 
were 
introduced for 
PHEVs 

• Urban and 
highway toll 
exemption, free 
parking, bus 
lane use. 

• €4,000 grant for 
BEVs, €3,000 for 
PHEVs, both for 
cars with a list 
price up to 
€60,000. This grant 
is valid for a 
maximum total of 
400,000 cars 

• Circulation tax 
exemption for EVs 
in the first 10 years 
of ownership for 
cars registered until 
Dec 31 2015, 5 
years from then 
until Dec 21, 2020. 

• Tax deduction for 
company cars. 

• Transport 
companies pay 
reduced electricity 
tax for electric or 
hybrid buses 
(11.42€/MWh 
instead of 
20.5€/MWh). 

• Locally, BEVs 
benefits of free 
parking, reserved 

• Full exemption 
from the normal 
registration tax for 
EVs in Flanders. 

• In Flanders, there 
are €4000 grant for 
individuals 
purchasing EVs; 
leasing and 
company cars are 
not eligible 

• Lowest annual 
circulation tax for 
EVs in all three 
regions (€74 
instead of €1,900) 

• Tax deduction 
from corporate 
income 120% for 
zero emission 
vehicles and 100% 
for vehicles 
emitting 1-60 
gCO2/km; above 
this threshold, the 
deductibility rate 
decreases from 
90% to 50%. 

 

• Purchase subsidy up 
to 15,000 
DKK/vehicle, limited 
to a total lump sum.  

• Energy tax: Dutch 
energy law requires a 
payment when using 
energy from the 
battery. 

• Limited reduction of 
registration tax 

• CO2 emission tax for 
PHEVs: €6/gCO2/km 
in 2016 which will be 
increased thru 2020 
to €20/gCO2/km; the 
taxation for EVs will 
remain unchanged 

• New registration 
taxes for EVs: EVs 
must pay 20% of the 
full registration tax 
applied for ICE 
vehicles and this will 
be applied to the next 
5000 EVs sold or 
until 2018. The tax 
will be increased 
until 2022 when the 

• “Super green 
car premium” of 
SEK40,000 for 
BEVs and 
SEK20,000 for 
PHEVs for new 
cars with 
maximum 
emissions of 
50gCO2/km. 

• Circulation tax 
exemption for 
the first 5 years 
of ownership. 

• Tax reduction 
for EV 
purchasing for 
individuals and 
companies. 

• Annual 
circulation tax 
exemption  

• The purchase 
rebates for 
PHEVs had 
been halved in 
2016 from SEK 
40000 to SEK 
20000 
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zone; EVs are 
exempted 

• Nottingham, 
Bristol, Milton 
Keynes and 
London employs  
£40 million grants 
to promote green 
vehicle 
technology: bus 
lane access in city 
centres and 25 000 
parking spaces for 
EV owners 

deductible from the 
income tax. 

• In Amsterdam there 
are subsidies for EV 
purchasing and 
residents with an 
electric car have 
priority over other 
residents when 
applying for a 
parking permit 

• Free parking in all 
cities 
 

parking spots and 
bus lane use. 

 
• The municipalities 

can offer various 
benefits to EV 
drivers including 
free parking 

• The Electric 
Mobility Act 
exempts EVs from 
certain restrictions 

• Access to restricted 
areas such as city 
centres 

full amount will also 
be applied for EVs 

• From 2017 a 
purchase tax rebate 
for BEVs of 
225$/kWh will be 
applied for a 
maximum of 45kWh 
($10,000). 

• Dedicated parking 
lots for EVs. 

• Fleet owners 
purchasing EVs can 
receive funding from 
the utility companies 
in the range of 2,000-
4,000 DKK/vehicle. 

Urban/Spatial 
planning: transport 
plans, charging 
infrastructure 
deployment 

• Installation of fast 
charging hubs 

• Financing up to 
75% or £500 and 
£300 per socket for 
the installation of 
home charging 
point; subsidy up to 
75% (maximum 
£7,500) of the cost 
of installing an on-
street residential 
charge point in 
areas without off-
street parking. 

• Tax breaks for 
businesses that 

• The Green Deal is a 
governmental 
contribution for the 
deployment of public 
EVSE by 
municipalities in 
collaboration with a 
third party. There is 
also a tax incentive 
for businesses that 
invest in EVSE. 

• More than 60 fast-
charging stations 
have already been 
built by Fastned 

• In Amsterdam the 
demand-based EVSE 
deployment provides 

• Public funding 
is provided for 
fast chargers 
every 50km on 
main roads and 
others for 
public 
chargers, in 
some cities. 

• 14 fast-charging 
stations to be built 
by Fastned 

• There are direct 
investments for 
publicly accessible 
chargers 

• Promotion of the 
deployment of EV 
charging 
infrastructure 

• Tax rebate up to 
DKK 18 000 on the 
installation of home 
chargers. 

• Reduction of 50% 
of the connection 
charge for public 
charging stations.  

• The Danish Energy 
Agency supports 
the deployment of 
new public charging 
stations  

• In 2015 the 
financial 
support for the 
EVSE 
deployment 
amounted to 
130 million 
SEK 

• There are direct 
investment for 
publicly 
accessible 
chargers in 
some areas 
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invest in charging 
points 

• Local authorities 
are refunded for the 
installation of road 
side charge points 
in residential areas 

• Ecotricity electric 
highway 

• In London, the 
company Source 
London provides 
more than 850 
charging points & 
plans installation of 
4500 by 2018 

EVSE only when 
there is user demand 
and no other private 
or off-street 
alternative is 
available 

• In Utrecht, the 
municipality gives 
€500 per charging 
point and €1500 per 
semi-public charging 
point 

ICT – Energy 
system (incl. RES 
production and 
consumption): 
FIT, Net Metering 
and others 

• FIT. 
o <5MW FIT 

decided by 
OFGEM. 

o >5MW, green 
certificate, 
from April 
2017 only 
CFD. 

• Contracts for 
Difference (CFD). 

• Quota and 
certificate system. 

• Tax mechanism. 
• Carbon Price 

Floor (CPF), a tax 
on fossil fuels 
used for electricity 
generation 

• Loan to ‘green’ 
project with lower 
interest rates; 

• Net-Metering; 
• Reduction of 

environmental 
protection tax: self-
consumed energy 
from RES is 
exempted from 
environmental 
protection tax; 

• Energy investment 
allowance: tax credit 
granted for 
investment in RES 
plants; 

• Quota and 
certificate 
trading system: 

• The quotas 
increase from 
0.119 in 2016 
to 0.186 in 
2025, and then 
decrease to 
0.009 in 2035. 

• FIT for small 
generators 
(capacity<100kWp) 
and market 
premium scheme 
through auctions 
for large 
generators. 

• Tenders for solar 
projects starting 
from 750kW 

• Consortium and 
low-interest loans 
available for PV 
installations. 

• For building 
mounted systems 
c€ 8.91 – 

• Brussels: quota 
system based on the 
trade of certificates, 
Net-metering for 
small prosumers and 
investment 
assistance for 
companies that 
develop 
environmental 
projects.  

• Flanders: supports 
electricity from RES 
by means of a quota 
system, an 
ecological premium 
and a Net-metering 
scheme. But there is 
also a prosumer 

• Premium tariff and 
Net-metering: 

• The bonus depends 
on the market price 
and the statutory 
maximum set for 
the sum of both the 
market price and the 
bonus. 

• Quota system 
• tax regulation 

mechanisms 
• subsidy scheme 
• Capital subsidy 

for the 
installation of 
grid-connected 
PV systems, 
which covers 
35% of the 
installation cost. 
The maximum 
system cost of 
SEK37000/kWp 
is covered 
(excluding 
VAT). 
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• 25 years for FIT • Declaration should be 
applied to qualify the 
loan; 

• Net-Metering ≤ 
3*80A; 

• Energy investment 
allowance: tax credit 
up to 57.5% of the 
total investments; 
investment between 
€2300 and €120 
million per calendar 
year; 

• Declaration valid for 
10-15 years; 

12.70/kWh minus 
c€ 0.4/kWh 

 

tariff of 
€88.44/kWh/year 
from household PV 
to inject power back 
to the grid 

• Wallonia: quota 
system, Qualiwatt 
subsidy for PV 
installation less or 
equal to 10 kW, 
investment 
assistance for 
companies and Net-
metering are 
available 

• In Brussels and 
Wallonia, the quotas 
increase every year, 
from 3.5% (2013) to 
14% (2025) for 
Brussels and from 
27.7% (2015) to 
37.9% (2024) in 
Wallonia 

• Investment 
assistance: 
- micro and small 

enterprises: 40% 
of eligible costs 

- medium 
enterprises: 30% 
of eligible costs 

- large enterprises: 
20% of eligible 
costs 

• Electricity 
produced from 
PV with a 
capacity lower 
than 255kW is 
not taxabile. 

• Approx. c€ 
6.3/kWh of tax 
reduction which 
however cannot 
exceed 30000 
kWh or the 
amount of 
electricity 
withdrawn from 
the grid 
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• Qualiwatt: For 
installations up to 
10 kW, the subsidy 
is calculated to 
achieve a return of 
the investment in 8 
years with a return 
rate of 5%. The 
subsidy is calculated 
according to the 
average cost per 
kWp for an 
installation of 3kWp 
which is also the 
maximum amount 
allocated. 
Installations over 
3kWp will receive 
the subsidies 
corresponding to a 
3kWp installation. 

Awareness and 
adoption: 
investment in 
RES/Sustainable 
environment; 
transport and ICT, 
new jobs in low 
carbon economy 

• One third of local 
council now 
operate at least 
one electric 
vehicle 

      

Table 5-1 Policy system for EVs and PV in the NSR countries [14, 15, 117-125] 
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6. EV user behaviour 
The basis of SUMEPs is represented by the customers who show their preference to one or another commercially available 
technology. This determines also the level of commercialization of technologies that may have been proven at an R&D 
level but are still at early stage in the market deployment. Moreover, user-involvement and focus on end users and their 
benefits are key-factors for the success of any e-mobility plan. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate the acceptability of 
consumer towards EVs and associated technology, as well as their willingness for participating in demand management 
schemes, including smart charging and V2G. 

The most important driver for the adoption of a full EV is the perception of an economic benefit, in terms of future long-
time fuel savings, energy efficiency and cheap electricity [127]. In fact, users in some studies manifest the preference to 
change their current car from or to larger one but with less fuel consumption, but this depends on a range of consumer 
attributes (including whether they are owners of energy-efficient houses) [128]. Government policies may be put in place 
in order to promote specific technologies by making them more appealing for the users. Exemption from purchase tax and 
VAT are critical incentives for more than 80% of the respondents in a EV owner survey carried out in Norway [89] [129]. 
The upfront price reduction is the most powerful. The parking policy is a strong consumer driver in Amsterdam where 
parking space is very limited through the whole city [130]. 

The exemption from road tolling and bus lane access are perceived as substantial benefits in Norway [129]. Not only that, 
environmental concerns and policies are found to be in some studies to be main reasons for the purchasing a full EV, such 
as in Norway [127]. The density of charging station affects the perception of the usefulness of EVs, from the user point of 
view, hence, partly determines the user propensity towards EVs [130]. On this note, the EU project ELVIRE developed 
advanced ICT such as software for route and charging station selection; to tackle the range anxiety problem and 92% of 
the users found the application useful [131].  

Apart from the above-mentioned factors, the socio-economic, socio-geographical, alongside educational backgrounds and 
lifestyles of potential EV adopters also play a role on their purchasing decision. People with low CO2 emission footprint 
are those keener to exploit incentives for EV purchase, [132]; well educated people, working full time and with an above 
average income, living in detached houses and in towns are usually those who buy EVs more frequently than others. This 
is because they are usually ecologically aware, in fact, nearly the half of them own a PV system [133]. Studies in Germany 
[128] have shown that owners of energy efficient houses showed higher willingness to buy PHEVs and BEVs. Regarding 
this, the CROME project in Germany and France carried out an e-mobility demonstration [134].  97% of the participants 
were completely or mostly satisfied of EVs and 76% considered EVs as a better option than a conventional car. With 
moderately populated municipalities, for instance more than 20000 citizens, users were satisfied with the EV’s 
characteristic to not emit, at least locally, and with the range and battery life cycle, more than those living in municipalities 
with less than 20000 citizens. In Germany, companies are more interested in the public image that EVs provide than France 
and prestige is one of the main reasons for EV purchase.  

About the attitude of EV owners towards third-party control of their EV charging, ‘My Electric Avenue’ project, [135], 
has assessed the EV drivers’ acceptability of a DNO being able to curtail their charging for managing the strain on the 
distribution network. No significant inconvenience or unacceptable loss of service to EV users has been shown by use of 
the technology. In fact, the majority participants declared themselves comfortable or very comfortable with their charging 
being curtailed, which shed lights to the deployment of the demand management solutions. To overcome the initial 
scepticism of end users, the risks and costs of different services must be minimized; this can be done through car sharing 
and car-rental services which can also create closed user groups or individual communities of users exploiting these 
services.  

Besides user incentives and willingness to drive EVs and participate in smart charging/ V2G it is also important to consider 
plug-in patterns to understand the available flexibility and thus EV availability. In the Nikola project in Denmark, for 
instance, a website (EVUI.elektro.dtu.dk) was developed to demonstrate user involvement. 

Modern electric power systems will face new operational challenges due to the influence of a high penetration of electric 
vehicles (EVs). In this context, power system operators may take advantage of EVs equipped with vehicle-to-grid (V2G) 
technologies to deal with network congestion management issues. One challenge is to make V2G attractive to an EV user. 
This can be done by making it financially attractive.   

In addition, consumer apprehension is reduced by providing useful information and clarification Gamification is another 
way to increase user involvement [89].  

In summary, well-planned policies, both in terms of optimal subsidy scheme and targeted users, with accurate business 
models must be implemented to promote EVs and SUMEPs by winning consumer’s confidence. 
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7. Projects in NSR and EU 
Successful demonstration of the viability of e-mobility can lead the way for a prolific EV adoption. Significant numbers 
of projects have been undertaken to investigate the integration of EVs and RES into future smart grids. A thorough review 
of 47 projects and business applications have been undertaken, covering areas include technical, social, economic and 
environmental factors, as well as energy autonomy as applied to households, street, community within neighbourhood, city 
and national level; the comprehensive review can be found in the full SEEV4City State-of-the-Art report. Generally, 
technical development is not regarded as a limiting factor in facilitating smart charging and V2G. Conversely, the upfront 
cost of EV, uncertainty about its residual value and lack of public charging infrastructure are now the main factors that 
discourage people from buying an EV. It is found that user acceptance of EVs can be increased by introducing energy 
management systems under a smart grid communication framework. Regulations to reinforce standardization are required 
to enable interoperability between different systems and EVs. A main potential barrier for EV adoption is the high initial 
cost and the limited revenue from potential service provisions. Consequently, incentives have a significant role in 
promoting e-mobility. In fact, in both in the project Green Motion [136] and Kempton et al. [137] the importance of 
incentives, such as grants or tax credits which reduce the initial payment, has been pointed out on the consumer’s 
willingness-to-pay for EVs, and this relies on national/local government policy. Government incentives are a major driver 
for the spread of EVs in many countries, in fact, when this kind of support becomes less the EV sales see a decline. 
Therefore, the phasing out of incentives should be followed by steps to convince the users of the benefits of e-mobility 
even without the incentive system. To this end, services are seen as good approaches to ensure user involvement and 
satisfaction, because they increase reliability and convenience and reduce risks and uncertainties of e-mobility plans. 
Different approaches could be adopted: with state-funded research programs, a real-life trial of specific services offered to 
the end user or a combination of both i.e. the incentives to increase the demand and services to improve the supply side. 
The most important services to spread EVs are, charging, IT-based services, car sharing and car rental, route planner and 
other information services. IT services are particularly important to support EV uptake. An efficient and extensive charging 
infrastructure at a national, regional or at a local level is essential to complement EV uptake [89]. It should be pointed out 
that the battery cost under current market conditions still accounts for a significant part of the EV initial investment, and 
the cycling patterns would determine the rate of battery degradation. The associated EV battery cost and potential impact 
of charging/discharging patterns on the battery lifetime, however, have not yet been properly accounted for by the previous 
projects. The introduction of EVs as energy storage will support self-sufficiency from local solar power generation, which 
has generally shown a noticeable increase. However, evaluation of environmental benefits, such as the CO2 emission 
reduction, and energy autonomy need to be clarified to create a common ground for energy and market scenario case 
comparisons. As for the economic benefits from smart charging and V2G, various opinions have been put forward in the 
presented projects, depending on the project scale, assumptions made and methodologies used. The key to optimal synergy 
is the development of efficient business models. The presented business applications, however, only take into account a 
subset of all the listed aspects involved in EV integration. The SEEV4-City project seeks for the optimal synergy among 
all the factors of concerns, in various scales from household to city level. 

Demonstrations of commercial applications of V2G have started blossoming worldwide. Frederiksberg in Denmark with 
the Parker project is the first commercial V2G hub in the world Parker: (www.parker-project.com), where grid integration 
specialists such as Enel, Nuvve and Insero, car manufacturers Nissan, Mitsubishi and PSA Groupe. This Danish project 
‘will demonstrate and define the technical capabilities, which future electric vehicles must support in order to roll out V2G 
worldwide. Furthermore, the project will take the first steps towards developing a Grid Integrated Vehicle (GIV) certificate 
that car manufacturers can apply to mark the vehicles’ ability to support the grid.’ 
Nissan sets up a partnership with Enel, using 100 V2G units to provide network service in the UK, [138]; Toyota City will 
demonstrate a Virtual Power Plant, with EVs, that will regulate the electricity demand according to the generation of RES, 
such as, wind, solar and biomass energy [139]; UCC San Diego and NUVVE will cooperate to let EV drivers in California 
to sell the energy in their vehicles to the grid when plugged with 50 special charging station that will be installed in the 
campus of the university [140] [141]. The UK call for V2G projects, as of July 2017 [142], with an overall £20 million 
budget, has opened the way for practical demonstrations, feasibility studies and ICT prototype development for V2G 
applications. A comprehensive review of smart charging and V2G projects in the NSR and beyond has been carried out. 
Please refer to the SEEV4-City State-of-the-Art full report for more details. 

http://www.parker-project.com/
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8. Data acquisition, modelling and analysis 
To apply Smart charging and V2G, Information Communication Technology (ICT) for data acquisition, monitoring and 
analysis purpose are essential. To enable the control of EV charging to achieve different objectives data from EVs must be 
collected and elaborated to issue optimal charging schedules. Data acquisition can be divided into two categories according 
to the collection method: from a data logger, and from other sources or surveys.  

On-board data logger has been proven as a useful tool for gethering real-word data for the purpose of monitoring, modelling 
and evaluation. For EVs, On-board diagnostics (OBD)-compatible data loggers have been widely used to collect the 
vehicle’s real-time data (such as location, speed, acceleration, motor speed, wheel speed, battery voltage, current, 
temperature, state of charge, etc) through a standardized Control Area Network (CAN) communications port. In order to 
control EV charging, EV chargers must communicate with the management system and other chargers from different 
vendors. Various communication protocols for charging have been proposed, such as DIN70121 [143], and ISO15118 
[144]. A widely adopted and harmonized open communication protocol is also needed to make EV charging and billing 
interoperable, and regulations to reinforce standardization is therefore required to enable interoperability between different 
systems and EVs.  

For this, an Open Smart Charging Protocol (OSCP) [145], and the Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP), [146] can be used. 
A database must be accessible for data collection and analysis. Apart from Smart charging and V2G scheduling purpose, 
the collected data is also used to bill the user and analyse the use of chargers, charging behaviours and roll-out strategies 
[147]. 

Within SEEV4-City, the collected data is employed to be interfaced with a business and energy model. The latter can 
consider geographical levels of analysis (pilot level, and regional/national level) and different stages (Base case 2017 and 
the coming years, or within policy timelines like 2020, 2030, 2050 with different scenarios).Commercial or public models 
mostly treat energy supply technologies as black boxes with input and output energy & power flows and with a fixed 
efficiency. The SEEV4-City project involves very specific technology (PV, EV and storage); hence, a bottom-up (or 
hybrid) model - that starts from detailed energy technology and sectoral descriptions, as opposed to a more macro-economic 
approach - is suggested by Després et al. [148] and Van Vuuren et. al [149]. The system model can be optimised to 
maximise both the economic and environmental benefits of the stakeholders. Considering the complexity of the interaction 
among them optimal operation is achieved by various modelling and optimisation methods at various level, including 
optimized battery and EV usage, optimised charging profile, optimized RES integration, optimized energy autonomy and 
optimized grid operation.  

In conclusion, data collection, modelling and optimization tools can be adopted to depict different real cases, such as 
Operational Pilots OPs), and future scenarios, and this enables the application of business models. 
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9. Summary 
Based on the systematic review presented, the key points attained are summarised below with associated research 
questions/gaps. 

An overview of EVs and their associated charging infrastructure, power levels and modes as well as the trends regarding 
the deployment of EVs and PV systems is presented. Although EVs and PV are technologies that can provide compelling 
benefits, their impacts on the electricity grid, such as, increased peak load and transformer overloading for the former and 
voltage fluctuations and reverse power flows for the latter, influence the economy and operation of the system. An 
important question is therefore, what are the impacts in the different OPs according to their physiology? 

The two modes, namely Smart Charging and V2G are introduced as solutions for the integration of EVs and RES in the 
grid and the related impacts and as new practices to achieve higher benefits. However, this highlights a fundamental 
research question: Is it economically beneficial to adopt V2G, or is smart charging alone more viable for the OPs? To this 
end, the sources of the various costs and the potential revenue streams have been identified and analysed. The associated 
costs involved in smart charging and V2G include charging energy payment, charging infrastructure cost and battery 
degradation cost. The revenue streams are mainly due to network service provision. It has been shown that smart charging 
and V2G would be most cost effective for EV owners who participate in the short-duration, high-value power market of 
ancillary services, preferably with both capacity payment and energy payment. Frequency regulation has been shown as 
the most profitable among the approachable ancillary services followed by spinning reserve and peak shaving. At the 
moment, conventional generators provide these services, and it is important to study their working, characteristics, and 
constraints. Thus, perhaps in the future, EVs can replace conventional generators by satisfying all the constraints. However, 
in some cases, EVs still have limitations in providing ancillary services to the same extent as conventional generators - 
such as minimum ratings and availability of EVs at short notice. 

The economic analysis of Smart charging and V2G can be adapted to different scales (as in different OPs) with various 
stakeholders as structured by a business model, which can be categorised according to the EV ownership, i.e. private 
ownership, car leasing and car sharing. This raises the research question of identifying all the possible stakeholders in each 
OP, and try to integrate them into the business model. Moreover, since the OPs are in 5 different countries, it will be quite 
a challenge to come up with a unified business model suitable for all the countries. This gives rise to the question - should 
it be a unified model or a separate model for each country? It must also be kept in mind that ideally one should be able to 
expand and scale up business models in the future, without any problem 

Extra battery degradation can be caused by providing various energy services in the V2G process. The main variables that 
accelerate battery degradation are: battery cell temperature, state of charge (SOC), depth of discharge (DOD)/amount of 
charge transferred, and current rate (C-rate). Most studies only consider some of these parameters, some neglect them with 
assumptions on the working conditions, while others neglect combinations of these parameters; in no case are all four 
parameters affecting battery degradation considered together. Thus, how this can be addressed and linked with the battery 
state of health, is one of the chief research questions of the project. 

One major benefit considered in the business model will be Energy Autonomy. A most commonly adopted definition by 
the OPs is Energy autonomy = Self-consumption/Total Energy consumption at every moment. Some OPs are represented 
by different energy mix, boundary conditions and objectives, the definition would therefore be differently applied. 
Similarly, a common methodology must also be defined to calculate CO2 emission reductions and clean-driven kilometres. 

In order to develop a comprehensive and successful SUMEP, all the potentially fruitful factors, services and stakeholders 
must be considered in the business model. To this end, a thorough review of 43 applications, including projects and business 
exercises, aligned with the V4ES concept in the EU region has been undertaken. The analysis gives suggestions on how to 
proceed with the SEEV4-City business model and pointed out the importance of policy. This is because it is essential to 
satisfy all the regulations and policies of each country, as it can make or break a business idea.  

Policies that incentivise EVs, through environmental benefits but mainly economic benefits are what are driving EV 
adoption from the consumer point of view. Besides, socio-economic, socio-geographical, educational backgrounds and 
lifestyles have an influence on the consumer willingness towards EV purchasing. In some studies, consumers have been 
found to be positively oriented towards third-party control of their EV charging which sheds lights on the implementation 
of Smart Charging and V2G. 

To implement energy and business models these have to be combined with realistic data. Thus, data acquisition and analysis 
is not trivial. A relevant research question would be - how is the data collected, and what type of data or parameter is 
required for each pilot? For the OPs, real-time, and real-life data is essential. In SEEV4-City, this data is required to 
monitor the KPIs of the project, and can also provide information about user behaviour. Another research question for the 
OPs is – which parameters need to be monitored, and how will it be done? Moreover, one must obtain the data following 
all legal procedures, as this data is confidential. Furthermore, because each pilot is different the type of data required to 
model each OP must be specified for the energy and business models. A bottom-up (or hybrid) model - that starts from 
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detailed energy technology and sectoral descriptions, as opposed to a more macro-economic approach - is suggested. In all 
models, scenarios for demand and supply must be created for the future. 

Policy-learning should and policy convergence may occur in Europe and the NSR region, despite so far national policy 
being heterogeneous in many key countries despite shared overarching concerns and imperatives for decision makers 
(energy security, sustainable development, impact on the existing automotive sector and pressure from sub-national actors) 
– though not also with differences and different strategic priorities between those [150]. The EU and especially also the 
national state and its public policy are of crucial importance for creating an initial market for electric cars, and may – in 
conjunction with industry – socially create a new market for electric mobility [151]. As for municipal policy-makers, a mix 
of supporting citizens and businesses regarding e-mobility, supporting charging infrastructure built-up, regulatory 
measures, raising awareness, (local) government as lead user, and governing the transition with other levels of government 
has been suggested in expert workshops. Derived from this, two feasible policy mixes of overall effective and efficient 
measures have been suggested: On the one hand for cities that strive to be (global and European) leaders, and one as a no-
regret insurance course of action that any city should adopt if it wants to develop electric mobility [152].  Case study review 
from electric vehicle trials and EV users conducted in the North West region of Europe, conducted under the Interreg 
project ENEVATE, has concluded that more policy and research attention should be given to sub-urban and rural electric 
vehicle application as promising niches from which wider socio-technical change may emerge [153].
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